
Revista/Review Interamericana
ANNOUNCES TWO LANDMARK EDITIONS

LATIN AMERICAN WOMAN
Vol. IV # 2
The Image and the Reality

Eleven articles on the Hispanic woman in
the circum-Caribbean area by thirteen U.S.
& Puerto Rican Specialists.

LITERATURE(S) OF THE
CARIBBEAN Vol. IV # 3
Seventeen articles on Spanish, English
French and Papiamento writers or litera-
ture(s) of Puerto Rico, Cuba, Guadeloupe,
Dominica, Curacao, Guyana, Trinidad,
Barbados and Caribbean generally.

Each $4.50 ppd. Special classroom rates on request

Subscription rates: Individuals: $8/year; $12/2 years
Institutions: $12/year

THE POLITICS OF HOSTILITY:
Castro's Revolution and U.S. Policy

by Lynn Darell Bender
A detailed and balanced analysis of the
adversary relationship between the U.S.
and Cuba during the years 1959-1973.
The only book-length study of U.S.-Cuban
relations, covering the official policies and
complex maneuverings of those years.
Fully annotated. Index. 168 pp.

Paper—$2.95 Cloth—$7.95

PERSONALISM AND
PARTY POLITICS
Institutionalization of the Popular
Democratic Party of Puerto Rico

by Kenneth R. Farr
An analysis of Puerto Rico's dominant poli-
tical party and its problems in surviving the
transfer of power from one generation of
leaders to another. The elections of 1960,
1964, 1968 and 1972 are analyzed in
detail. 164 pp.

Paper—$5.00 Cloth—$12.50

PUERTO RICO:
TRASFONDO DE SU
ECONOMIA
by S. L. Descartes
A clear and concise summary of the Puerto
Rican economy from the Conquest to the
present, with special emphasis on the ef-
fect of modernization on the traditions and
institutions of the island. Spanish edition
only. 50 pp.

Paper $1.95

SANTIAGO IGLESIAS
—Labor Crusader

by Clarence Senior

Foreword by Herman BadiNo
Biography of Puerto Rico's great labor
leader, the dedicated Spaniard (1872-
1939) who organized the labor movement
on the island with the support of U.S.
leaders like Gompers and Green, and was
eventually elected Resident Commissioner
in Washington. Illustrated with photos.
98 + xiv pp.
Paper—$2.95 Cloth—$5.00

INTER AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
P.O. Box 1293 Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00919
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r
IN A TIME OF
DECEPTION,

DIRTY TRICKS,
DOUBTFUL VALUES. • .

Promise and Performance of American Democracy
Second Edition
By Richard A. Watson, University of Missouri-Columbia

How a democratic government should operate, and how American government does in fact
operate, are not the same. As in the widely adopted first edition, Watson gives a balanced
assessment of the American political system—one that takes into account both the process by
which public policies are made, as well as the content of those policies.

Each chapter opens dramatically, with a brief development or incident designed to stimu-
late interest, and show the relevance of American government to contemporary social issues.
The introductory chapter contains a far more extensive discussion of the general theory of
democracy than can be found in any other beginning text.

Subsequent chapters analyze such aspects of the American political process as the roles of
political parties, interest groups, Congress, the President. Three major policy areas—race,
poverty, foreign affairs—are also evaluated in terms of how effective our society has been in
achieving social equality, economic equality, and the protection of our national interests.

In short, the book balances three major purposes of an introductory text: It provides basic
factual information about American government, concepts around which to organize that in-
formation, and a critical evaluation of the American political system.

Utilizing an entirely new format and page design, the new Watson has been updated to re-
flect Watergate and Nixon's resignation. More attention is given to criticisms of our government,
including information on the increasing disillusionment of many Americans with the credibility
of governmental officials. It provides new material on abortion, obscenity, and impeachment,
with a new section that incorporates James Barber's analysis of the various "personality" or
"character" types that have served as Chief Executive.

As proven by the many adoptions of the First Edition, Watson works in the classroom.
1975 Paperback

IlliltW
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WHAT WE NEED
IS A GOOD,

HONEST LOOK
AT OURSELVES.

The Plot That Failed:
Nixon and the Administrative Presidency
By Richard P. Nathan, Brookings Institute

Prior to the 1972 election, Nixon, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman decided that in order to
achieve the Administration's major domestic policy objectives, they needed to gain control
over the management and machinery of domestic affairs. Watergate was their downfall.

THE PLOT THAT FAILED is Richard Nathan's perceptive account of the Nixon attempt to
command the federal bureaucracy—the attempt of the "Administrative Presidency." Nathan, an
HEW official in the Nixon administration for four years, provides a timely, authoritative view of
a scheme narrowly avoided.
April 1975

Serving The Few:
Corporate Capitalism and the Bias of Government Policy
By Edward S. Greenberg, University of Colorado

"... modern government is not a set of neutral institutions responsive to the public will
[but is, instead] the instrument by which corporate capitalism attempts to fashion for itself a
stable environment conducive to steady expansion and healthy profitability."

SERVING THE FEW is a Marxist analysis of the unjust distribution of benefits in American
capitalism. It is also a macro-level description of the American Political System. Providing a
close interplay between theoretical issues and an empirical examination of American life, it
raises questions about the functions of government for the larger social and economic systems,
and shows how government intervention affects the distribution of costs and benefits among
social classes.

Kenneth Dolbeare, on SERVING THE FEW: "It is well-written, historically grounded, sub-
stantive, analytical and provocative.... I would be very proud to have written this book."
October 1974 275 pages $4.95-paper
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The National Policy Game: A Simulation of Congressional Executive Relations
By John Foster, Thomas A. Henderson, and Daniel Barbee, all of Georgia State University

This is not a book—it's a game! It's designed to simulate the process of preparing the
national budget.

To play the game, students assume the roles of congressmen, bureaucrats, OM & B
members, lobbyists, and the press. Following the provided instructions, they perform the com-
plex maneuvers required by the process, and learn while they interacti They are furnished with
tear-out score/work sheets, as well as suggestions for background reading.

THE NATIONAL POLICY GAME has been classroom-tested at three major universities and
found to be an exciting, discussion-perking innovation—ideal as a supplement for courses in
American Government, Public Policy, Public Administration, or Budgeting. Available with an
Instructor's Manual. April 1975

The Troubled Republic! American Government, Its Principles and Problems
By Fred R. Mabbutt and Gerald J. Ghelfi, both of Santa Ana College

Our Founders stated, in the Declaration of Independence, what they deemed to be just
political conduct. Using the Declaration as a benchmark, this book examines the philosophical
justification behind such principles as majority rule, liberty, rights, equality—then measures
contemporary politics in this light.

THE TROUBLED REPUBLIC features an up-to-date examination of our judicial system,
emphasizing the Nixon Court and the Watergate controversy. It also contains an innovative
chapter, "Civil Rights in the Twenty-first Century"—a futuristic examination based on current
constitutional law and questions. 1974 360 pages $5.95-paper

Public Opinion and Political Attitudes
Edited by Allen R. Wilcox, University of Nevada at Reno

War, riots, race, the military, poverty, the police—this reader brings together articles both
theoretically provocative and politically pertinent. Tightly integrated within a conceptual frame-
work, the 34 articles (including 11 originals) will stimulate your students to further discussion
and investigation. 1974 667 pages $6.95-paper

American Public Opinion: its origins, content, and impact
By Robert S. Erikson and Norman R. Luttbeg, both of Florida State University

Now available in a paperback edition, this book gathers the most recent findings from
public opinion, voting behavior, socialization, and political linkage research. It presents this
data in the form of numerous tables, to help students more readily consider the quality of
public opinion and its impact on policy.
1974 343 pages $6.95-paper

International Politics Since World War II: SECOND EDITION
A Short History By Charles L. Robertson, Smith College

Robertson's new edition provides a detailed historical summary of international affairs since
World War II. It attempts to derive broad patterns from these affairs and relate them to social,
technological, and other underlying changes in the environment. And it is one of the only books
to treat these events on a global basis—not just from the standpoint of American foreign policy.

The new edition has been reorganized, expanded, and rewritten to cover the period from
1945 and deal more specifically with the events and political changes of the last decade.
March 1975

International Law and National Behavior:
A Behavioral Interpretation of Contemporary International Law and Politics
By Ahmed Sheikh, Western Illinois University

In the first major attempt to treat the "applied" aspect of International Law, this text utilizes a
new conceptualization: International Law as process, dynamic force, and independent variable
in international politics. It is the first book on a textbook level to answer such questions as,
How, when, why, and to what extent do nations—

• feel impelled to develop new laws and abolish old ones?
• use International Law as a tool of foreign policy?
• comply with or ignore existing laws, depending on the circumstances?

It also analyzes the motivation and attitudes of many non-Western countries with regard
to International Law observance, in light of their foreign policy objectives.
1974 352 pages $7.95-paper

For your complimentary examination copies, contact your Wiley representative or write to
Mr. Richard L. Baker, Dept. 625, N.Y. office. Please include course title, enrollment, and
present text.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC. ili"lllll
605 Third Avenue New York, N.Y. 10016 I I I | IE!I
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario * • » • • « »

Prices subject to change without notice. A4832-WA
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T
New from Chicago

THE CONSTITUTION AND THE
DELEGATION OF

CONGRESSIONAL POWER
Sotirios A. Barber

Barber analyzes the constitutional "rule of non-delegation," focusing specifi-
cally on its conceptual origins and its relationship to other constitutional ideas.
He then proposes a set of guidelines designed to alert the courts and the public
to cases of excessive or improper delegation of power.

2975 176 pages Cloth $12.00

THE LIMITS OF LIBERTY
Between Anarchy and Leviathan

James M. Buchanan
Employing the techniques of modern economic analysis, Professor Buchanan
reveals the conceptual basis of an individual's social rights by examining the
evolution and development of these rights out of presocial conditions.

2975 xi, 210 pages Cloth $12.50

THE ASIAN TRADE REVOLUTION
OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

The East India Companies and the
Decline of the Caravan Trade

Niels Steensgaard
Steensgaard combines an analytical economic approach with detailed histori-
cal scholarship to provide an imaginative and important analysis of a central
incident of modern world history—the breaking of the Portugese monopoly on
Asian trade in the seventeenth century by English and Dutch mercantile
interests.

2975 442 pages Cloth $15.00 Paper $4.95

PURITANISM AND LIBERTY
Second Edition

Being the Army Debates (1647-49) from the
Clarke Manuscripts with Supplementary Documents

Selected and Edited with an Introduction
by A. S. P. Woodhouse

With a Preface by Ivan Roots
. . . an invaluable aid to those interested in the development of the political

assumptions upon which this country was founded."—Alex Gottfried, Western
Political Quarterly

1975 506 pages Cloth $15.00

The University of Chicago Press
Chicago 60637
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SOLDIERS IN REVOLT
The American Military Today
David Cortright. Discontent and even rebellion within the Armed Forces
became widespread during and after the Vietnam War; this book examines
this serious deterioration in morale and shows how the military could play
an effective role in modern society. Introduction by Marcus Raskin. A
Doubleday Anchor Original. Hardbound, $7.95; paperbound, $2.95

FAILURE OF A DREAM?
Essays in the History of American Socialism
Edited by John H. M. Laslett and Seymour Martin Lipsel Clinton Rossiter,
Daniel Bell, Seymour Martin Upset, Norman Thomas, Michael Harrington
and Staughton Lynd are among the contributors who debate the role of
America's indigenous socialist movements. Paperbound, $5.95

JAILS
The Ultimate Ghetto of the Criminal Justice System
Ronald Goldfarb. Jails hold persons accused, but not convicted of any
crime; this book shows how they victimize their poor and legally innocent
inmates and how they can and must be changed. Hardcover, $8.95

MORE POWER THAN WE KNOW
The People's Movement Toward Democracy
Dave Dellinger. For more than a quarter of a century, Dave Dellinger has
fought for social change. In this candid memoir, he tells of the "move-
ment's" growth from the crusade to ban the bomb through the turbulent
1960s—and looks at where our post-Watergate society is headed. Hard-
bound, $10.00

EIGHT BADS - EIGHT GOODS
The American Contradictions
Alfred de Grazia. Based on a blend of Chinese and American political theo-
ries, de Grazia brings both an amusing style and fresh insight to the discus-
sion of the problems facing America today. A Doubleday Anchor Original.
Paperbound, $2.95
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Two new views on a subject of
grave importance to every American

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT:
THE FACTS REORGANIZED
Roderick A. Bell, St. Mary's College of California
David V. Edwards, University of Texas at Austin

Providing a relevant and controversial analysis of American government,
this new instructional system includes a core text that traces the develop-
ment of the United States from its revolutionary beginnings as a small,
isolated republic to its present role as a nation-state and world power. A
unique and provocative perspective on American government past and
present is provided by this blend of history and political science. Also
available for enrichment of the core text chapters and for in-depth excur-
sions into selected topics are the following associated units: Approaches
to the Study of American Government, Roderick A. Bell; Congress and
Public Policy, Lawrence Dodd; Power and Bureaucracy in America: A
Marxist Analysis, Albert Dragstedt; The Political Impact of Federal Aid on
State and Local Government, Thomas Kiefer; The American Way of War
and Peace, Richard Kraemer; The City as a Polity, David Perry; The Evolu-
tion and Scope of the American Federal Bureaucracy, Richard L. Schott;
Interest Groups in American Politics, John Sinclair; The Evolution of the
Supreme Court, Mary Walker; and Democratic Theories of the Republic;
1776-The Civil War, Elliot Zashin.

Core Text: 1974 236 pp. paperback $6.00
Associated Units: 1974/1975 48 to 64 pp. paperback $1.95 eacft

THE FUTURE OF
THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY
Charles W. Dunn, Clemson University

Under the editorial direction of Professor Dunn, twelve eminent authors
from academia, the United States Congress, and the news media have
created a penetrating analysis of the office of the presidency since World
War II. The author team has developed a very comprehensive work that
will provide the reader with the criteria for predicting future presidential
behavior. This book is ideally suited for the course on the American
Presidency, or the Executive Branch, and as a supplement for courses
in American Government and Post World War II American History.

1975 400 pp. paperback $8.95

,'!--'-<••(-•» "

For examination copies write Director of Marketing

GENERAL LEARNING PRESS
Box PS-25, 250 James Street
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
Available in Canada from GLC Educational Materials and Services, Ltd., Agincourt, Ontario
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PEOPLE
VS.

GOVERNMENT
The Responsiveness of
American Institutions
Edited by Leroy N. Rieselbach

Contributors to this volume have set out to examine the performance of
key institutions in meeting the needs of the country and the desires

of the citizens and their relationship to the current crisis of credibility
and confidence. They find that the various institutions are responsive—

to those with power and influence—and they suggest methods and
reforms to enable the public to gain its share of attention and respect.

These thoughtful original essays will interest concerned laymen as well
as political scientists and their students:

Contributors include.
Presidency—Dennis Eckart and John C. Ries

Congress—Leroy N. Rieselbach
the Supreme Court—Richard Claude

the federal bureaucracy—Lester M. Salamon and Gary L. Wamsley
the states and local government—Ronald E. Weber

the military—Edward F. Sherman
the police—Elinor Ostrom

environmental management—Lynton K. Caldwell
416 pages, tables, index $15.00

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
10TH & MORTON STREETS • BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401
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from
Mayfield

LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS
A Developmental Approach
Edward J. Williams and Freeman J. Wright
Taking a horizontal or developmental approach, the authors consider the evolutionary
sweep of Latin American political change and address themselves to the sociological and
economic questions that have affected the area's politics. Rather than examining Latin
America country-by-country, they view it as a developing area in a way that places the
myriad and confusing complexities of each individual country into perspective.

Spring 1975 prox 512 pages cloth

47 adoptions in its first six weeks!

WOMEN: A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE
Edited by Jo Freeman
Women: A Feminist Perspective is a collection of penetrating essays (many of which are
original to this volume) on women by women from a wide range of academic disciplines.
Political scientists, attorneys, sociologists, and psychologists among others employ tradi-
tional disciplines and concrete data to assess the effects of sexism, to document the status
of women, and to analyze the complex institutions and values that keep women in their
place. Extensively indexed and cross-referenced.

1975 487 pages paperback $6.95

PUBLIC OPINION
Its Formation, Measurement, and Impact
Edited by Susan Welch and John Comer
This book gathers together the diverse topics involved in public opinion-psychological
factors behind individual attitudes, sociological antecedents of mass opinion, impact of
opinion on policy making, influence of policy making on our evolving political culture,
sampling theory, measures of mass opinion, and characteristics of the responsible voter—
to create a comprehensive reader. The articles, not repeats of those that usually appear in
readers, are grouped into six primary sections: defining, describing, shaping, measuring,
explaining, and assessing the influence of public opinion.

Spring 1975 prox 500 pages paperback

INSIDE FOREIGN POLICY
The Department of State Political System and Its Subsystems
John H. Ester line and Robert B. Black

Inside Foreign Policy is a functional-operational look at the formal structures of three
representative organizations affecting American foreign policy formulations—the State
Department, USIA and AID. Drawing on 40 years of experience in the U.S. Foreign
Service and illustrating their thesis with real cases of international affairs administration,
the authors analyze the bureaucratic relationships and politics—the conflicts and struggles
for power—within the three agencies, both in Washington and in embassies abroad.

Spring 1975 prox 200 pages paperback

Mayfield Publishing Company • 285 Hamilton Avenue • Palo Alto, California 94301
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Essential Documents-
Trenchant Comments-

on U.S. and World Affairs
THE DYNAMICS OF WORLD POWER • A Documentary History
of U.S. Foreign Policy
With an Introduction by Arthur M. Schlesinger, jr., General Editor
Each volume of this 5-volume set is edited, introduced, and narrated by a
specialist in the field who places events in both their contemporary con-
text and broad historical perspective. It includes documents and events of
U.S. foreign policy relating to—Western Europe; Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union; Latin America; The Far East; the United Nations; and Sub-
saharan Africa.
5 Vols. 4800 pp. $169.00

GREAT BRITAIN FOREIGN POLICY/THE SPAN OF EMPIRE:
A Documentary History, 1689-1971
Edited by Joel H. Wiener
These 4 volumes make accessible the decisive documents that shaped the
course of Great Britain's relations with foreign countries and her imperial
activities on all 5 continents from the 17th century to the present. The 555
documents range from treaties and tracts, declarations of war and ac-
counts of battle, Commons debates and addresses, to letters, pacts,
reports, resolutions, and radio broadcasts. A capsule history of Great
Britain's foreign and imperial policy is provided in trie Introduction and edi-
torial comments precede each section.
4 Vols. 3400 pp. $139.50

THE BILL OF RIGHTS • A Documentary History
Edited by Bernard Schwartz
This is a collection of complete texts or excerpts from 198 documents-
charters, laws, constitutions, judicial decisions, letters, diaries, biogra-
phies, newspapers, official records, legislative debates—in chronological
order from the Magna Carta to legislative debates preceding ramification
of the first 10 amendments to the Constitution in 1972.
2 Vols. 1252 pp. $65.00

STATUTORY HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
Edited by Bernard Schwartz
This work has long been needed—a legislative history of issues that figure
strongly in American life today. All documents are reproduced in full, com-
plete with commentaries, relevant excerpts from Congressional debates,
Presidential messages, and Supreme Court Decisions. Vol. I is devoted to
Civil Rights; Vol. 2 to Labor Organization; and Vol. 3 to Income Security.
3 Vols. (4 books) 3700 pp. $129.00

McGraw-Hill Book Company Dept. APSR
1221 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10020
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Black-White Income Differentials
Empirical Studies and Policy Implications
by STANLEY H. MASTERS
A Volume in the INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY MONOGRAPH Series

This important work attempts to sum-
marize some of the literature that has
developed on the economics of dis-
crimination.

TENTATIVE CONTENTS: Economic The-
ories of Discrimination. A Review of Em-
pirical Studies of Discrimination against
Blacks. The Effect of Migration on Black

Incomes. The Effect of Housing Seg-
regation on Black-White Income Dif-
ferentials. Estimating the Relative Im-
portance of Labor-Market Discrimination
versus Differences in Productivity be-
tween Blacks and Whites. Alternative
Policy Perspectives. Policy Recommenda-
tions.

7975, 204 pp., $12.50/£6.00

Social Policy and Sociology
edited by N. J. DEMERATH III, KARL SCHUESSLER and OTTO LARSON
A Volume in the QUANTITATIVE STUDIES IN SOCIAL RELATIONS Series

Based on the proceedings of a con-
ference held at Carmel, California and
sponsored by the American Sociological
Association, this volume includes the
discussions which these articles elicted
at the conference.

1975,380 pp., $17.50/E8.40

Introduction to
Structural Equation Models
by OTIS DUDLEY DUNCAN
A Volume in the STUDIES IN POPULATION Series

The topics considered fall under three
main categories: societal dynamics at
the macro-level; individual stress in the
family cycle; and problems of youth,
education, and the law.

The aim of this book is to prepare the
reader to understand both the current
sociological literature reporting on the
use of structural equation models in re-
search and the recent discussions of the
methodological questions pertaining to
such models. It is a concise, systemat-
ically organized work of the kind that
has long been needed not only by grad-
uate and advanced undergraduate stu-
dents, but also by a wide range of
professional social scientists interested
in the use of models in their research.

In fact, Introduction to Structural Equa-
tion Models may well be the first unified,
elementary treatment of recursive and
non-recursive models. It integrates path
analysis with the structural equation ap-
proach. It deals with both errors in vari-
ables (measurement error, unobserved
variables, multiple indicators) and errors
in equations (stochastic disturbance). It
is written in an almost casual, every-day
style; although results are stated care-
fully, mathematical rigor is not stressed.

7975, 790 pp., $12.95/£6.25

Prices subject to change without notice.

ACADEMIC PRESS
A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace lovanovich, Publishers

111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10003
24-28 OVAL ROAD, LONDON NW1 7DX
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r
THE POLITICS OF

AMERICAN NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

by David Saffell
(Ohio Northern University)

Dramatic changes have taken
place in the American political
system since the First Edition
of The Politics of American
National Government.
Watergate, with all its
ramifications, has to be
considered in any American
Government course taught today.
While this book covers recent
significant events— Watergate,
Nixon's resignation, Ford,
Rockefeller, the 1974 elections —
it delves much deeper into the
American political process than
many so-called "relevant" texts.

It describes, analyzes, and
explains this political process, as it
relates to the National
Government. In a succinct
manner, this text presents basic
information about government
institutions, and helps the student
understand how individual
congressmen, supreme court
justices, and the
"man-on-the-street" influence the
formulation of governmental
policies.
February, 1975 approx. 450 pp.
paperbound, $6.95.
An Instructor's Manual is
available.

For consideration copies of this text, write to: Richard
Marran, WINTHROP PUBLISHERS, INC., 17 Dunster
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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ALSO NEW FROM WINTHROP
INTRODUCTION TO POLITICS

by Ton DeVos (Trinity University)
Presents an integrated, conceptual framework for analyzing

politics — introduces the dominant concepts of contemporary
political science, and aids in acquiring a comprehensive
perspective on politics in all contexts.
March 1975 approx. 350pp. paperbound, $6.95

FRENCH POLITICS IN TRANSITION:
THE YEARS AFTER DE GAULLE

by Roy Macridis (Brandeis University)
Analyzes current political trends in France after DeGaulle's

departure — emphasizes the manner in which the Gaullist
institutions appear to have been legitimatized to provide
political stability and effective leadership — includes issues
and results of the 1974 Presidential election.
February 1975 paperbound, $3.95

URBAN POLITICS, SECOND EDITION
by Murray S. Stedman, Jr.

(Temple University)
Refines and updates the widely-used first edition —

continues a cohesive political theory to support descriptive and
analytical material. Includes new coverage of financing urban
government, urban court systems, law enforcement, etc.
February 1975paperbound, $6.95

For consideration copies of any or all of these texts,
write to: Richard Marran, WINTHROP PUBLISHERS,
INC., 17 Dunster Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
02138
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Statement of Ownership,
Management and Circulation

Required by Act of October 23,1962:
Section 4369, Title 39, United States Code

1. Date of Filing: October 1,1969

2. Title of Publication:
American Political Science Review

3. Frequency of Issue:
Quarterly in March, June,
September, December

4. Location of Known Office of
Publication:
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

5. Location of the Headquarters or
General Business Offices of the
Publishers:
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

6. Names and Addresses of Publisher
and Editor:
Publisher:
American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Editor:
Nelson W. Polsby,
Department of Political Science
U. of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720

7. Owner:
American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, etc.:
None

9. The purpose, function and nonprofit
status of this organization and the
exempt status for Federal income tax
purposes have not changed during the
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10. Extent and Nature of Circulation:

A. Total Number Copies Printed
B. Paid Circulation

1. Sales
2. Mail Subscriptions

C. Total Paid Circulation
D. Free Distribution by Mail, Carrier or Other Means
E. Total Distribution (C + D)
F. Office Use, Left-Over, Unaccounted,

Spoiled after Printing
G. Total
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Preceding
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18,000
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15,000
15,000

0
15,000

3,000
18,000
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New from
Columbia

CULTURES IN CONFLICT
The Four Faces of Indian Bureaucracy
STANLEY J. HEGINBOTHAM
Based on extensive interviews and sophisticated question-
naire surveys, Professor Heginbotham reveals the complex
of cultural, historic, and ideological forces acting upon
bureaucracies in India. This important new study reveals not
only the structure of modern Indian bureaucracy but also the
details of that life and style. $12.50

PRELUDE TO REVOLUTION
Mao, the Party, and the Peasant Question,
1962-1966
RICHARD BAUM
Providing new insights into a particularly confusing historical
period, Richard Baum, in his new book, discusses the origins
of the Great Proletarian Revolution in three interrelated
areas: the conflicts between Mao Tse-Tung and his chief
lieutenants, the Socialist Education Movement, and the state
and rural party administrations. $10.00

PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE SECRETARIES-GENERAL
OF THE UNITED NATIONS
ANDREW W. CORDIER and WILDER FOOTE, Editors
Volume 4: Dag Hammarskjbld, 1958-1960
Hammarskjold's unanimous reelection, his settlement of the
Lebanon-Jordan affair, and his attempts to promote a lasting
peace in Indochina are among the events recounted here
through documentary and press materials and the editors'
commentaries. $22.50
Volume 5: Dag Hammarskjold, 1960-1961
This volume presents the documented story of the United
Nations operation in the Congo and Soviet challenge to the
Secretary-General's place in world affairs to the time of
Hammarskjold's death. $27.50

EASTERN EUROPE
A Geography of the COMECON Countries
ROY E. H. MELLOR
In this systematic survey of the Socialist countries of Eastern
Europe—the German Democratic Republic, Poland, Czecho-
slovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Al-
bania—Professor Mellor links together the historical and
contemporary scenes and illuminates the complexity and
interrelationships of these countries.

cloth, $17.50; paper, $9.00

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders: 136 South Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533
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POLITICAL
SCIhNCh

AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES
IN TRANSITION
Judson L. James

"James' text is a sweeping panoramic view of change and stability
within the American party system."—Choice/This basic text for the
political parties course covers the full range of party activity, focus-
ing on its relationship to the achievement of democratic govern-
ment. A relatively short work that permits the instructor a wide
range of choices in supplementary materials, it is concise and
systematic in its evaluation of factual and normative issues. The
text also responds to current student and general public criticism
of political parties and addresses itself to fundamental questions
about their role in a democratic political system. The text features
chapter introductions and summaries.273 pages; $8.95/cloth. 1974.

ITRRAN POLITICS
AND PIJRLIC POLICY
Second Edition
Robert Lineberry and Ira Sharkansky

Featuring a strong emphasis on public policy in this edition,
URBAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY is a comprehensive text
for the first course in urban politics. All traditional topics, includ-
ing power structure, nonpartisan politics, federalism, city man-
agers, bureaucracies, and taxation and finance, are covered, with
special attention given to controversial areas and current issues.
The book uses a systems approach to examine in detail the ele-
ments of the decision-making process and demonstrates why the
politics of trade-offs among conflicting goals dominates the out-put
of the policy-making system. 348 pages; $7.50/paper. 1974.
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THE METROPOLIS:
Its People, Politics, and Economic Life
Third Edition
John C. Bollens and Henry J. Schmandt

The Third Edition of this text presents a balanced, multidimensional view
of the metropolis with emphasis on process and behavior as well as on
form and structure. This edition includes major developments that have
occurred since 1969 and endeavors to assess their significance and
impact on urban communities and the life styles of their residents. Such
issues as inflation, Watergate, the women's movement, the energy crisis,
ecology, the "gray power" movement, the "park-ins" of the truckers, and
the "tenants rights" activism of luxury apartment dwellers are discussed.
March 1975. Tentative: 336 pages.
Now in paper: $6.95 (tentative).

THE POLITICS OF BLACK AMERICA
Milton D. Morris

This text is a comprehensive survey of the political experience, attitudes,
and behavior of black Americans from their very earliest political activ-
ities through the 1970s. A balanced overview is achieved through the
integration of a wide range of legal, historical, and social science
research. April 1975. Tentative: 368 pages; $6.50/paper.

THE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY
OF POLITICS
Monte Palmer, Larry Stern, and Charles Gaile

Introducing a vast array of behavioral concepts drawn from the fields of
political science, sociology, psychology, anthropology, and economics,
this text evaluates their uses and their limitation for political scientists
as well as other social scientists. While emphasis is on those behavioral
concepts most relevant to political analysis, concepts common to all
behavioral sciences, including power, systems analysis, and communi-
cations, are covered. August 1974. 177 pages; $4.95/paper.

y 10 East 53d Street, New York 10022
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ERNATIONAl

As the Suez Crisis of 1956 moved from diplomacy to force
to at least temporary resolution, how did international rules,
norms, and agencies influence the protagonists? Analyzing
this multi-sided conflict in the context of Middle East
rivalries, Cold War politics, and divergent allied objectives,
Robert R. Bowie shows why the institutions of international
law were unable to prevent the use of force, yet played a
substantial role in determining the course and outcome of
the crisis. $7.50

SUEZ 1956
International Crises and the Role of Law
ROBERT R. BOWIE

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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'PRAEGER
SPECIAL STUDES

PUBLIC PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
The Bittersweet Heritage of Civil
Service Reform
Jay M. Shafritz
Foreword by Dale S. Beach
Overviews the content and practice of public
personnel administration at the federal,
state, and local levels of U.S. government,
ca. 160 pp. Apr., 1975 ca. $13.50
ISBN 0-275-05840-9

LAND USE, OPEN SPACE, AND
THE GOVERNMENT PROCESS
The San Francisco Bay Area Experience
Edited by Edward Ellis Smith and
Durward S. Riggs
Traces land use and development in the San
Francisco Bay Area and outlines the need for
coordinated planning at all levels of govern-
ment. The study was performed by Jones &
Stokes Associates, Sacramento, California,
and commissioned by the Commonwealth
Club of California.
214 pp. 1974 $13.50
ISBN 0-275-05700-8

PRIVACY, SECURITY, AND COMPUTERS
Guidelines for Municipal and Other Public
Information Systems
O.E. Dial and Edward M. Goldberg
Presents a method for maintaining a balance
between the public's "right to know" and
the citizen's "right to privacy." Suggests
procedures for establishing security control
measures and data access-control administra-
tive regulations.
186 pp. Mar., 1975 $14.00
ISBN 0-275-09890-7

OCEAN SPACE RIGHTS
Developing U.S. Policy
Lawrence Juda
Foreword by Oliver J. Lissitzyn
Examines "ocean space rights" and the
developing international law in this area;
including domestic political forces that have
shaped American policy.
318 pp. Feb., 1975 $20.00
ISBN 0-275-09240-2

MULTILATERAL SANCTIONS IN
INTERNATIONAL LAW
A Comparative Analysis
C. Lloyd Brown-John
The first empirical examination of the effec-
tiveness of economic sanctions in inter-
national law enforcement. Finds that sanc-
tions, coupled with massive political
maneuvering can work.
448 pp. Feb., 1975 $25.00
TC 0951 ISBN 0-275-28775-0

QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES IN
FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS
AND FORECASTING
Michael K. O'Leary and William D. Cop/in
Demonstrates how content and statistical
analysis and computer simulation can be
employed to examine and forecast foreign
policy events, with case studies of African
coups, elections in Western Europe, the
Middle East conflict, and global oil politics.
314 pp. Mar., 1975 $20.00
ISBN 0-275-05630-9

SOVIET NAVAL POLICY
Objectives and Constraints
Edited by Michael MccGwire, Ken Booth,
and John McDonnell
The Soviet Union's recent emergence as a
formidable sea power is the subject of this
interdisciplinary analysis published for the
Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, Dalhousie
University, Halifax.
692 pp. Feb., 1975 $32.50
ISBN 0-275-09270-x

POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION IN
EASTERN EUROPE
A Comparative Framework
Edited by Ivan Volgyes
Analyzes agents of political socialization, the
role of political communication, the goals,
and the achievements of political socializa-
tion in Romania, Poland, Hungary, East
Germany, and Czechoslovakia.
220 pp. Feb., 1975 $16.50
ISBN 0-275-09550-9

Please include TC and ISBN numbers when ordering.
Order directly from OfOOQGf 111 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
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AN IMPORTANT SELECTION OF
- N E W FROM MACMILLAN

AMERICAN POLITICS:
Crisis and Challenge
Louis Loeb, Luther College, and the late
Daniel M. Berman

AMERICAN POLITICS: Crisis and Challenge offers
an analytical and interpretive view of national pol-
itics. Historical, descriptive, and behavioral mate-
rials are skillfully integrated to illuminate the
institutions and processes of American politics
and provide a basis for enlightened critical exam-
ination. Uniquely organized, the book builds from
a focus on the individual, through the organiza-
tional inputs in the political system and the factors
that condition such inputs, to the policymaking
process.

A Three-Part Organization Features
I. POLITICAL PARTICIPATION: Voting, political
behavior, public opinion, political parties, and in-
terest groups.

II. THE POLITICAL PROCESS-Conditioning Fac-
tors: The media and political public relations,
money, and the climate of expression.

III. THE POLICYMAKING PROCESS: The ways the
major institutions of government —Congress, the
Presidency and the bureaucracy, and the courts
—function in the making of public policy; a theoret-
ical background for understanding the American
Constitution and how this document can be
viewed in terms of the contemporary functioning
of American politics; and the intricacies and inter-
dependence inherent in the American political
system.

AMERICAN POLITICS
• integrates the most current material —includ-

ing taxes and politics, Watergate, Nixon's
resignation, struggles of the Presidency and
Congress for dominance in the policymaking
process —as well as significant issues of the
past.

• assesses the role of the individual citizen in
influencing government policy.

• illustrates the roles of institutions, political
behavior, parties, groups, media, and money
in politics. Contemporary examples for each
are provided.

• includes an invaluable essay on reading and
research, which guides students in further
reading and suggests sources of data.

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT, THIRD EDITION
Erwin L. Levine, Skidmore College and
Elmer E. Cornwell, Jr., Brown University
Maintaining a focus on the basic institutions of
American government at the national level, AN
INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
is now in its Third Edition.
NEW MATERIAL IN THIS THIRD EDITION IN-
CLUDES

• a chapter—"President and Congress: The War
Powers Act of 1973"—covering policymaking
in the White House and on Capitol Hill.

• increased emphasis on policymaking.
• the impact of Watergate on American institu-

tions.
• revised and updated material throughout, re-

flecting the major political events affecting
the national government to 1974, including
President Nixon's resignation. Among the ex-
panded topics are revenue sharing; conflict
control; how parties relate to the national
policy system; impeachment; executive privi-
lege; problems of presidential control; mili-
tary; and the role of the court as a political
body.

THIS POPULAR PAPERBACK CONTINUES TO
• analyze the fundamentals of the Constitution

and the American political process.
• emphasize a constitutional/polit ical ap-

proach.
• consider the patterns of interest which have

shaped and continue to shape the Constitu-
tion and American politics.

• provide valuable charts and illustrations elab-
orating on issues of federalism, the Presi-
dency, the Congress, and the civilian-military
relationship.

THE DYNAMICS OF URBAN
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Jay S. Goodman, Wheaton College
THE DYNAMICS OF URBAN GOVERNMENT AND
POLITICS is exclusively devoted to urban politics,
with an emphasis on local public policy. Using an
interdisciplinary approach, the book draws on
material from economics and sociology, as well as
political science.

INSIGHTFUL, TIMELY ISSUES HIGHLIGHT
THE TEXT
Among the topics examined are

• federal programs and their impact on urban
areas, including revenue sharing and mass
transit.
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OUTSTANDING TEXTS
IN 1 9 7 5 -

• class cultures, offering Banfield's views along
with other critical perspectives.

• distribution of benefits and costs, including
various models of public policy.

• community control.
• alternative urban futures.

MORE OUTSTANDING FEATURES
The Dynamics of Urban Government

• analytically examines the utility of numerous
models.

• combines conceptualization, description,
analysis, and speculation.

• provides a complete treatment of metropoli-
tan settlement, governance, and models.

• integrates national and state politics with ur-
ban politics.

• confronts a wide range of issues involved in
various controversial topics.

• includes tables, graphs, charts, and photo-
graphs throughout.

DIMENSIONS OF STATE AND
URBAN POLICYMAKING
Richard H. Leach, Duke University and Timothy G.
O'Rourke, Campbell College, General Editors
A collection of 20 readings on state and urban
policymaking, this book focuses on how the pub-
lic, elected officials, and the bureaucracy deter-
mine government policy at both the state and
local levels. Prominent scholars in the social sci-
ences present their views on selected important
issues.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE BOOK

• Authorities in political science, economics,
and social psychology are represented.
Among the contributors are Edward C. Ban-
field, John Burns, Thomas R. Dye and L. Har-
mon Ziegler, and Thomas F. Pettigrew. The
article by James Lee has never before been
published.

• Comparative treatment is given to policy out-
comes at both the state and local levels, with
specific attention to the problems of educa-
tion, race, taxation, crime and the environ-
ment.

• Insightful comments introduce each article.
• Material encompasses both institutional and

problem-oriented' analysis.
• The institutions responsible for policymaking

are examined, including the governorships,
legislature, and mayoralty.

• Attention is given to the impact of the politi-
cal environment.

• Carefully selected bibliographies follow each
reading.

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW,
FOURTH EDITION
Martin Shapiro, University of California at
San Diego and the late Rocco J. Tresolini,
Lehigh University
Long considered a standard text in the field,
AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW successfully
introduces 98 significant court decisions ranging
from Marbury v. Madison through the 1974 term, to
political science majors and pre-law students. In-
corporating modern behavioral research, the text
begins with three introductory chapters designed
to give students a basic understanding of the way
cases arise, come to the Supreme Court, and are
decided. Chapter introductions survey the case
law, analyze the major policy issues, and discuss
court problems.

IN THE NEW FOURTH EDITION
• Maintaining the balance between historical and

contemporary cases of policy interest, the book
has increased coverage of recent cases.

• There are detailed comparisons between the
approaches of the Warren and Burger courts in
such areas as the new equal protection, criminal
procedure, freedom of speech, and religious
and racial discrimination.

• Material on the federal system now reflects the
key contemporary problem of central govern-
ment interventions against racial discrimination.

• Introductory materials and two cases on non-
constitutional, statutory interpretation are care-
fully organized so that the professor who wishes
to reorganize this material according to his own
lecture schedule, can easily do so.

A COMPLETE REORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS
ELIMINATES EXCESSIVE CROSS-REFERENCING
• Chapters on freedom of speech and communism

have been combined.
• The chapter on privacy has been expanded to

cover cases on birth control and abortion.
• Chapters on Congress's commerce and tax

powers have been combined.
• There is now one chapter devoted to the inter-

related problems of war, foreign affairs, and the
powers of the Presidency.

• Dred Scott has been incorporated into the chap-
ter on race and federalism along with Afroyim v.
Rusk.

• One chapter is devoted to racial discrimination;
another deals with the new equal protection,
covering the whole development of the "suspect
classification," "fundamental rights" approach.

• The criminal procedure chapter now contains a
detailed treatment of the development and cur-
rent state of the law.

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING CO.. INC.
100A Brown Street
Riverside, New Jersey 08075
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New texts from F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc.
In February

VOTING BEHAVIOR AND PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
By Robert D. Cantor, Temple University

This book offers the student an overview of voting behavior in
Presidential elections including 1972. The more prominent theories are
examined in the light of electoral reality. Changes in the characteristics
and electoral behavior of American voters are analyzed and the impact of
these changes on our political system emphasized. The impact of partisan-
ship is placed in perspective.

The emphasis of the text is placed upon the political climate existing at
the time of the election and its impact upon the voting decision. Campaign
techniques and spending are also discussed.
February 1975 140 pages c. $3.50 paper
PUBLIC BUDGETING AND FINANCE: Readings in Theory and Practice,
Second Edition
Edited by Robert T. Golembiewski, University of Georgia,

and Jack Rabin, Auburn University
The editors have used the same framework but have thoroughly up-

dated this new edition. The purpose of this text is to provide a com-
prehensive introduction to budgeting and finance concepts and tools for
those applicable to public agencies.

Teacher's manual available.
February 1975 515 pages c. $11.95 cloth
Recent
THE POLITICAL THOUGHT OF AMERICAN STATESMEN
Selected Writings and Speeches
Edited by Morton J. Frisch, Northern Illinois University,

and Richard G. Stevens, Rockford College

Introduces the student to the literature of political thought with writings
and speeches of statesmen facing certain crises in American history. The
editors have chosen selections that contain a maximum of principles, doc-
trines, and purposes rather than those confined to the circumstances to
which they were addressed and, wherever feasible, have given complete
texts.

1973 374 pages $5.95 paper
DILEMMAS OF POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT
By Monte Palmer, Florida State University

Moves from consideration of social, cultural, political, and economic
factors in political development as related to traditional societies to a
thorough examination of the impact of social change on the politics of
transitional, or developing, societies. The roles of charismatic leadership,
political parties, the military, and the bureaucracy in political development
and the impact of disruptive political problems on economic development
are examined.
1973 213 pages $5.95 paper

Write Edward A. Thomas for examination copies

F. E. PEACOCK PUBLISHERS, INC. ITASCA, ILLINOIS 60143
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...the most current, topical, and provocative

introductory text on the market today"

Democracy
UnderPressure
AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM

SECOND EDITION

MILTON C. CUMMINGS, JR.,
The Johns Hopkins University

DAVID WISE,
political analyst and author of
The Politics of Lying: Government
Deception, Secrecy, and Power

"Even better than the first edition. I es-
pecially like the extensive use of ex-
amples and pictures. It is one of the few
texts that make it difficult to fall asleep
while reading."

—OWEN NEWCOMER, College of the Canyons

"Democracy Under Pressure is an ex-
ceptional text. I am impressed by its con-
cern for historical accuracy, meaningful
rhetoric, and provocative illustrations.
Most importantly Democracy Under Pres-
sure communicates to young people in a
way that is only rarely matched by other
books in the field of American Govern-
ment."

—CHRISTOPHER HOLLOWAY, Mesa State College

"Outstanding in content, style, and read-
ability."

—P. C. MCLAURIN, JR.,
Mississippi State University

"The book is a fine text in American Gov-
ernment— informative and timely and
quite complete."

—ROBERT W. LANGRAN, Villanova University
"The Second Edition of Cummings and
Wise makes the most interesting reading
of any new American government text I
have examined."

—JIM R. ALEXANDER, Midwestern University
"The Second Edition is undoubtedly the
most current, topical, and provocative
introductory text on the market today. Its
format makes reading and learning more
of an experience than a chore, even to
students with no background in American
government. This is one of the few texts
that students should find hard to put
down. " —WILLIAM H. JERVEY, JR.,

Florida Technological University
"An experience that should be shared by
all students of American Government."

—ARTHUR C. HILL,
Metropolitan Community College

Harcourt Brace jovanovich, Inc.
New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanta
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THE RISE AND FALL OF THE
PAX AMERICANA
U.S. Foreign Policy in the Twentieth Century

C. J. Bartlett

It is the basic premise of this book that to under-
stand the United States' objectives in world
peace, one must understand her foreign policy
from the nineteenth century onward. In this
lucid and comprehensive account, the author
examines the constant interplay between domes-
tic and foreign policy, places the Kennedy legend
in perspective, and analyzes the traumatic impact
of Vietnam, which signified the retreat from "Pax
Americana."
April 1975 300 pages $16.95, cloth

THE PLURALIST STATE
David Nicholls

The Pluralist State is a critical account of the
ideas of English political pluralists of the first two
decades of the twentieth century. The author pre-
sents a critical exposition of the ideas of these
men—Acton, Maitland, Figgis, Laski, Cole, Rus-
sell—in the context of a growing European na-
tionalism and a decline of negative, laissez-faire,
liberalism. He examines the pluralist theory of the
state in relation to the group and to the in-
dividual, and discusses the contemporary signifi-
cance.
May 1975 300 pages $18.95, cloth

New Books in Politic
CHANGE WITHOUT WAR
The Shifting Structure of World Power

Alastair Buchan

Written by a leading authority in the field of in-
ternational relations, this compact study analyzes
the dramatic changes that have occurred recently
in the relative influence, relationships, and pre-
occupations of the major nations of the world.
The author suggests what kind of international
institutions are needed to control our new uni-
versal problems—the environment, energy, trans-
national activity, and control of trade, money and
arms.
January 1975 112 pages $8.95, cloth

New Books in Political Science
REVOLUTIONARY
TRANSFORMATION IN THE
ARAB WORLD
Habash and His Comrades,
from Nationalism to Marxism

Walid Kazziha

A former officer in the Arab Nationalist's Move-
ment presents a brief account of the Movement
since the Palestine War of 1948. Filling a sizable
gap in the literature of Arab politics, this book
shows how events have led to the transition from
Nationalist to Marxist principles, and describes
the disintegration of the ANM into a variety
of groups and factions across the Arab world.
March 1975 128 pages $8.95, cloth

DEMOCRACY
Jack Lively

Offering a broad account and critical evaluation
of the current debate on democratic theory, the
author discusses the works of the major writers
on democracy today. He includes a definition of
democracy, a discussion of the majority principle,
an examination of the current modes of theoriz-
ing, and an analysis of "democratic ends"—the
general interest, the common good, liberty, and
participation.
March 1975 160 pages $10.95, cloth

New Books

New Book
MARXISM AND IMPERIALISM
V. G. Kiernan

This book evaluates the contributions of classical
Marxist theory to some of the main problems of
nineteenth-century Imperialism. The approach of
this study is remarkably fresh. Most Marxist the-
orizing has pointed to the basic incompatibility
of Marxism with Imperialism. This study focuses
on the connective factors.
January 1975 288 pages $18.95, cloth
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New Books in Political Science
THE STRUCTURE OF SOCIALIST
SOCIETY
Andras Hegedus

Written by the former Prime Minister of Hungary,
this detailed study offers an authentic account of
communist life. The book is remarkable for its
honesty—the author labels his biases openly—
and its coherent fusing of details with a flowing
narrative,
March 1975 224 pages $9.95, cloth

THE BRITISH GENERAL ELECTION
OF FEBRUARY 1974
David Butler and Dennis Kavanagh

This particular genera! election was one of the
most unique in British political history. The au-
thors show how the events of previous years
laid the scene for the election and how the
energy crisis precipitated it. They describe the
campaign tactics of each party, analyze the pe-
culiar nationwide alarm over the poll of February
7th, and examine the incredibly close outcome.
January 1975 350 pages $18.95, cloth

cal Science
THE IDEA OF SOCIAL CHOICE
David J. Mayston

Of interest to political scientists, economists, po-
litical philosophers, and public administrators,
this book is concerned with the theory and analy-
sis of collective decision making, as carried out
by committees, parliaments, legislatures, and
electorates. The author pursues an original ap-
proach to long-standing problems in welfare eco-
nomics and the theory of social choice and
studies the problems posed by attempts to relate
the social choices made by legislatures to in-
dividual preferences.
March 1975 96 pages $10.95, cloth

WORLD LEGISLATURES
John Paxton, editor

World Legislatures has been compiled to meet
the demand for a one-volume reference book on
those bodies of men and women in every coun-
try who are vested with the power to make,
amend, and repeal laws. The book contains com-
prehensive coverage with concise descriptions
of the complex procedures of legislatures in new
states, developing states, states that are part
of larger federations, and countries that have
long-established legislatures.
March 1975 192 pages $16.95, cloth

in Political Science

BRITISH POLITICAL FACTS,
1900-1974
Fourth Edition

David Butler and Anne Sloman

A truly unique handbook, British Political Facts
now contains a greater variety of information than
ever before. In addition to expanding and cor-
recting the third edition, the authors have added
a new chapter of famous quotations and their
origin, new tables about cabinets and shadow-
cabinets, and a fuller treatment of economic ad-
vice to Ministers.
April 1975 352 pages $19.95, cloth

POLITICAL CHANGE IN BRITAIN
Second Edition

David Butler and Donald Stokes

The Second Edition is a thorough revision of a
landmark study of voting behavior, party loyalty,
and issues and ideologies. The authors have re-
interviewed many of the same voters they sur-
veyed in the mid-1960's for their first edition.
With this new data, taken in a time of Labour
rather than Conservative power, the authors make
a more long-term assessment of stability and
change in the electorate. New in the Second
Edition are discussions of the decline of social
class as a basis for party loyalty, and the effects
of a huge influx of immigrants on the electorate
as a whole.
February 1975 500 pages $17.95, cloth

s in Political Science

St. Martins Press
P.O. Box 5352
New York, N.Y. 10017
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". . . the most unpompous, clearest, and most lucid
translation I have ever encountered."

•-WOLFGANG M. NEUSCHAEFER, Pcnn Valley Conm

. / •CLEJX, SUPERIOR" nen translation of

PLATO'S REPUBLIC
by G. M. A. GRL'BE

at a REMARKABLE PRICE-$1.75!
"The excellence of the translation, the usefulness of the
notes, and the very modest price makes this edition
the only one I shall use."

270 pages $1.75, paper $12.50, cloth

A BEAUTIFUL TRANSLATION—SMOOTH AND VERY ACCURATE.

For an exam copy, send $1.00 to cover P & H to:

HACKETT PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 55573

Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

New this Spring...

Turkey, the Straits
and U.S. Policy

Harry N. Howard

In this first study of American concern over treaty of commerce— up to the present. He
the problem of the Turkish Straits, Howard also considers the interaction of interests
traces American diplomacy from 1830— and policies of other powers in the region
the date of the first Ottoman-American with those of the United States. $14.50

The Federal Machine
Beginnings of Bureaucracy in Jacksonian America

Matthew A. Crenson

Significant major changes toward the bu-
reaucratic form of government were taken
during the administration of Andrew
Jackson. Crenson traces the process in the
two then-largest agencies of the U.S. gov-

ernment—the Post Office Department and
the General Land Office. He contends that
Jacksonians resorted to rules, regulations,
and surveillance in order to guarantee the
reliability of human integrity. $10.00

JOHNS HOPKINS
The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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The freshest
ideas arc fit HII
^K 7W~H A ^ THE PORTABLE THOMAS JEFFERSONViking

STALIN VZ-^
The Man and His Era
by Adam Ulam, Harvard University
" . . .a full one-volume biography...which is
likely to remain the most detailed and com-
prehensive study of Stalin "
— PAUL AVRICH, New York Times Book Review
768 pages
$4.95 paper (C568); $12.95 cloth

COLLECTED ESSAYS
by George Lichtheim
The major essays of the brilliant theorist,
historian, and critic, in which he explores
many of the important international social,
political, and intellectual issues of the
twentieth century.
512 pages
$3.95 paper (C569); $15.00 cloth
THE STALLED SOCIETY
by Michel Crozier
A leading French sociologist examines the
causes of societal breakdowns in ad-
vanced, post-industrial societies. A com-
pelling new book by the author of The
Bureaucratic Phenomenon.
192 pages
$2.25j>aper (C572); $6.95 cloth

EXPENDABLE AMERICANS
by Paul Brodeur
An intensive investigation of corporate and
governmental procedures which condone
the death of tens of thousands of American
workers annually. A biting indictment of
the "medical-industrial complex."
256 pages
$2.95 paper (C580); $8.95 cloth

AMERICAN ROULETTE
The History and Dilemma of the
Vice-Presidency
by Donald Young
Revised and Updated
Introduction by Senator Birch Bayh
A thorough, stimulating study of the na-
tion's second highest office and the men
who have held it —from John Adams to
Gerald Ford. " . . . a bright, well-covered, up-
to-date account of the nation's vital second
Office." —LOUIS KOENIG, N.Y.U.
448 pages $3.95 paper (C570)

Edited by Merrill D. Peterson
University of Virginia
A judicious selection of Jefferson's most
important writings. Included are A Sum-
mary View of the Rights of British America,
Notes on the State of Virginia, other key
state papers and addresses, and seventy-
nine letters.
704 pages
$3.95 paper (P80); $7.95 cloth

THE OTHER GOVERNMENT
The Unseen Power of Washington
Lawyers
by Mark J. Green
A penetrating examination of the most
powerful private citizens in America who
exercise enormous influence over our daily
lives, by the co-author of Who Runs Con-
gress?
GROSSMAN PUBLISHERS
356 pages $10.00 cloth May

RESIGNATION IN PROTEST
Political and Ethical Choices between
Loyalty to Team and Loyalty to
Conscience in American Public Life
by Edward Weisband, SUNY at
Binghamton, and Thomas M. Franck,
N.Y.U.
A timely, provocative study which examines
major high-level governmental resignations
from William Jennings Bryan to Elliot Rich-
ardson.
GROSSMAN PUBLISHERS
320 pages $10.00 cloth April

THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEES
A Study of the House and Senate
Judiciary Committees
The Ralph Nader Congress Project
Peter H. Schuck, Director
An in-depth analysis of one of the most
powerful and controversial of Congres-
sional committees. The first volume in a
monumental new study of Congress.
GROSSMAN PUBLISHERS
480 pages
$6.95 paper (C594); $16.50 cloth

For a complete catalogue
of all Viking paperback books,
write to:

625 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022 THE VIKING PRESS
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POLITICAL SCIENCE THESAURUS

Table of Contents

Foreword
Preface
Description and Use of the Thesaurus . . . .
Associated Listing of Terms
Permuted Index
Geographical Listing
Hierarchical Index
Appendix 1 Thesaurus Rules and Conventions
Appendix 2 Sources of Terms Used in Data Bank
Appendix 3 Participants

POLITICAL SCIENCE THESAURUS

The American Political Science Association is announcing publication of a major reference work, the
Political Science Thesaurus, designed and developed at the University of Pittsburgh by the University
Center for International Studies, the Knowledge Availability Systems Center and the Social Sciences
Information Utilization Laboratory, in conjunction with the Scientific Information Exchange
Committee of the Association.

The Political Science Thesaurus will serve as a major reference tool for political science as well as for
other social sciences. The Thesaurus will be particularly useful to political scientists in their research
and teaching activities. Libraries and information centers will find the Thesaurus very valuable for
organizing their collections.

The Thesaurus will be employed as the terminology control device for a computer-based information
retrieval service to be known as the United States Political Science Information System (USPSIS). At
present, USPSIS exists as a one-year pilot demonstration project. Seventy-five journals, selected by
members of the American Political Science Association, are being analyzed in their entirety. Articles
are being described by listing their titles, sources, authors, abstracts, special features (such as maps and
charts), and cited authors, proper names, and geographic areas. Each description also includes
appropriate descriptions from the Thesaurus. Books, on a chapter by chapter basis, are to be included
as well. The USPSIS demonstration project will result in practical revisions of the Thesaurus and
valuable data concerning costs and benefits of alternative configurations for the System.

The Political Science Thesaurus will be available in both hardback and paperback editions of
approximately 575 pages. An order form appears on the next page for your convenience.
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PDLITISfU S3IE1SE THESFUFSIS
A Publication of the

AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

In Conjunction with the

UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
University of Pittsburgh

Compiled by

Carl Beck, Eleanor D. Dym, and J. Thomas McKechnie
University of Pittsburgh

PELITIBfU SSIEflQE THESfllfilJS
ORDER FORM

The Political Science Thesaurus will consist of approximately 575 pages 7 3/8" x 9 1/4" in size and
will be available in both hardback and paperback editions. Prices for both are listed below on the order
blank. Please return it with your payment to the American Political Science Association, 1527 New
Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. A 10% discount will be given to members of the
APSA.

Individual Rate Institutional Rate

HARDBACK EDITION: $20.00 $30.00

PAPERBACK EDITION: $15.00 $25.00
Please make checks payable to the AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Name

Address

Zip Code
Enclosed is my payment in the amount of $ for copy(ies) of the
POLITICAL SCIENCE THESAURUS.
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Governing Greater Stockholm
A Study of Policy Development and System Change
Thomas J. Anton
In this study Mr. Anton argues that planning agencies frequently
have little or no effect on urban development. Instead, he em-
phasizes the significance of organizations in shaping urban politics.

304 pages, $12.75

Swedish Economic Policy
Assar Lindbeck
In this sophisticated, factual study the author has focused mainly on
economic policy in Sweden since the end of World War II. Consider-
able emphasis is placed on experiments with new tools to stabilize
business fluctuations, such as attempts to influence the patterns of
public and private investment. 239 pages, $12.00

Moscow and the New Left
Klaus Mehnert
Translated by Helmut Fischer
Analyzing hundreds of Soviet articles and books, Mr. Mehnert dis-
cusses the Soviet view of the Western intelligentsia and the emerg-
ing industrial and consumer society which gave rise in the West to
the New Left. 304 pages, $12.50

Underdevelopment in Kenya
The Political Economy of Neo-Colonialism, 1964-71
Colin Leys
Kenya has been widely regarded as a leading example of successful
development and modernization. Colin Leys questions that view
and challenges many prevailing ideas about African development,
such as the significance of tribalism and the role of aid.

304 pages, $10.50

The Myth of the Lokamanya
Tilak and Mass Politics in Maharashtra
Richard I. Cashman
Some historians depict Lokamanya, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, as India's
first mass politician and a creative nationalist myth-maker; others
see him as an opportunist who manipulated politics for selfish pur-
poses. Mr. Cashman suggests Tilak did not create the myth of the
Lokamanya but, responding to social and political pressures, be-
came a prisoner of the myths. 256 pages, $12.50

UniVERSITV OP CAUPORfllA PRCII
DCRKCICV 9472O
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1975 PUBLICATIONS
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL PHILOSOPHERS
Edited by ANTHONY DE CRESPIGNY, University of Cape Town, and

KENNETH R. MINOGUE, University of London. Paperback. 320
pp. $5.95

IDEOLOGIES AND MODERN POLITICS, Second Edition
By REO M. CHRISTENSON, ALAN S. ENGEL, DAN N. JACOBS, MOSTAFA

REJAI, and HERBERT WALTZER, all of Miami University. Paper-
back. 288 pp. $4.95

THE PRESIDENCY IN CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT
Edited by NORMAN C. THOMAS, University of Cincinnati. Paperback.

320 pp. $5.95

PUBLIC OPINION IN AMERICA
By ALAN D. MONROE, Illinois State University. Paperback. 352 pp.

$6.95

VOTER'S CHOICE: Varieties of American Electoral Behavior
By GERALD M. POMPER, Rutgers University. Paperback. $5.95

1974 PUBLICATIONS
THE AMERICAN DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM
By J. KEITH MELVILLE, Brigham Young University. Paperback. 353

pp. $4.95

THE AMERICAN JUDICIAL PROCESS: Models and Approaches
By CHARLES H. SHELDON, Washington State University. Paperback.

244 pp. $5.95

BLACK CITY POLITICS
By ERNEST PATTERSON, University of Colorado. Paperback. 310 pp.

$5.95

THE PHENOMENON OF REVOLUTION
By MARK N. HAGOPIAN, American International College. Paperback.

402 pp. $6.95

When requesting free -professional copies,
give name of course and annual enrollment.

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
79 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Political Science

Social Problems and Public Policy
INEQUALITY AND JUSTICE
edited by Lee Rainwater

"An excellent reader; theoretically impor-
tant and empirically rigorous articles are
provided . . . some of the very highest
quality work in applied policy research
done in economics, political science, etc.
Timely, thorough."— H. Scot t ,
Northwestern University

Poverty; health; education; housing;
political power; welfare; racial, ethnic and
sexual equality; pollution and environmen-
tal conservation; military power; inter-
national inequalities—these are the urgent
issues that political scientists are dealing
with today and will continue to confront.
This book was specifically designed for
political science courses dealing with
public problems.
464 pp. $15.00 cloth $5.75 paper*

GREAT ISSUES OF INTERNATIONAL
POLITICS (Second Edition)
edited by Morton A. Kaplan

"An excellent collection of readings . . .
really 'hangs together' and treats, from a
number of different points of view, a large
number of pertinent issues in international
politics and American foreign policy."—
Robert H. Berkov, University of Southern
California

The Second Edition of this highly acclaim-
ed sourcebook—completely reorganized,
expanded and updated—provides students
with a lively and compelling means of
approaching current foreign policy and the
principles on which it is based, through
analysis of the most pressing issues of our
time. It is an invaluable text for all courses in
U.S. foreign policy and international
relations.
576 pp. $17.50 cloth $5.95 paper*

JUST PUBLISHED!
WOMEN, WIVES, MOTHERS
Values and Options
Jessie Bernard

One of the most important series of events
in modern times—the restructuring of sex
roles to adapt them to modern life—is
unfolding before our eyes. In this lively,
lucid book Jessie Bernard chronicles these
epochal events from the perspective of a
long lifetime of writing about women. She
examines, with concern and expertise, the
dramatic changes in values being ex-
perienced by women of all ages in all
classes of society, and how these changes
are affecting the options available to
women in American society today.
300 pp. $15.00 cloth $5.95 paper*

NOW IN PAPERBACK!
HOUSING URBAN AMERICA
edited by Jon Pynoos, Robert Schafer
and Chester W. Hartman

"An extremely valuable reader... a dense
and solid collection that provides material
that reflects varying points of view on
housing problems (and) provides analyses
from a number of different disciplinary
perspectives. It should serve for a wide
range of courses."— Nathan Glazer, Har-
vard University, Journal of the American
Institute of Planners

The editors of this book, three of the
leading authorities in the field of urban
planning, have compiled a selection of over
50 articles that promotes a balanced and
comprehensive review of the range of
housing problems in urban America.
630 pp. $25.00 cloth $9.95 paper*
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Texts from Aldine

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
A Critical Introduction
Blanche D. Blank

"A judicious critical introduction . . . The
students get the 'facts' but more so the dif-
ficulties and ambiguities that surround those
facts. It will make them think."—J. Fernandez,
Brooklyn College
273 pp. $12.50 cloth $2.95 paper*

THE POLITICS OF MEDICARE
Theodore R. Marmor

"Professor Marmor deals competently and
comprehensively with the history, politics and
economics of an important area of social
legislation. The work is invaluable for students of
public policy."—John P. Crecine, Director,
Institute of Public Policy Studies, University of
Michigan
159 pp. $5.95 cloth $2.95 paper*

THE POWER OF THE PRESIDENCY
Concepts and Controversy
Second Edition
edited by Robert S. Hirschfield

"The most concise, and I might add, the best
book of readings on the presidency. Superior to
the first edition as it now gives 'equal space' to
some of the more critical material." —Martin S.
Sheffer, Old Dominion University
407 pp. $9.75 cloth $3.95 paper*

MEASUREMENT IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Theories and Strategies
edited by H.M. Blalock, Jr.

This book deals with selected problems of
measurement; it represents a series of studies of
topics deemed to be crucial for the advancement
of social science research, but which have not
received sufficient attention to date.
512 pp. $16.00 cloth $8.95 paper*

POVERTY POLICY
A Compendium of Cash Transfer Proposals
edited by Theodore R. Marmor

"Extremely valuable . . . Dr. Marmor has pulled
together the major reform proposals of the 1960s
and provided a very useful framework for
comparative analysis."—Robert Harris, Ex-
ecutive Director, President's Commission on
Income Maintenance Programs
241 pp. $9.95 cloth $4.95 paper*

BENEFIT-COST AND POLICY ANALYSIS
1973
An Aldine Annual on Forecasting,
Decision-Making and Evaluation
edited by Robert H. Haveman, Arnold C.
Harberger, Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., William A.
Niskanen, Ralph Turvey, Richard Zeckhauser
and Daniel Wisecarver

A selection by the distinguished panel of editors
of 22 papers from among the most important
written during 1973.
543 pp. $20.00 (institutional rate)
$14.00 (individual rate) $11.75 (text edition)*

POWER AND POLITICS IN AFRICA
Henry L Bretton

"A first class book . . . It fills a wider range of
purposes than any book currently available on
A frican political systems. As such it stands out as
a text book." —Martin Kilson, Professor of
Government, Harvard University
408 pp. $15.95 cloth $5.95 paper*

*text edition for classroom use only

ALDINE
PUBLISHING

COMPANY
529 S. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, III. 60605 I I I
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FromThe Free Press
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE
A Policy Approach
Edited by Garry D. Brewer, The Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences, and Ronald D. Brunner,
University of Michigan
This collection of original essays presents a comprehensive
interdisciplinary approach to the study of political development and change.
It stresses five intellectual tasks of problem orientation: goal values,
trends, conditions, projections, and alternatives.
300 pages $17.95

ON WAR
Political Violence in the International System
Manus I. Midlarsky, University of Colorado at Boulder
An investigation of the circumstances under which the onset of political
violence —internationally, regionally, and domestically— is most likely; and
those circumstances which most affect the intensity and duration of
the conflict.
256 pages $12.95

THE USE OF FORCE IN
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Edited by F.S. Northedge, London School of Economics and
Political Science
Do we live by the force of law or the law of force? Nine original essays offer
a thorough view of war, intervention, subversion, the threat and
feasibility of force between the Great Powers, force in relations between
the Great Powers and the Third World, restraints on the use of force,
the balance of power and force as an instrument of diplomacy.
258 pages $12.95

NEW DIRECTIONS IN
POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION
Edited by David C. Schwartz and Sandra Kenyon Schwartz,
both, Rutgers University
Do children get their political concepts from popular culture? What is the
socialization impact of the heroes, myths, and moods that popular culture
creates? This book identifies and charts some important new directions
and shifts in emphasis of theory and research which will advance the study
of political socialization.
320 pages $12.95

THE STRAINED ALLIANCE
Peking, P'yongyang, Moscow, and the Politics of the
Korean Civil War
Robert Simmons, University of Guelph
The Korean conflict takes on new dimensions in this study based on
Army intelligence files and translations of daily radio broadcasts from
China, Russia, and North Korea. Simmons examines the conflict as a
civil war, not as part of the Cold War.
288 pages $10.00

THE FREE PRESS
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New TORcbfcooks

I

Frederick L. Bender, Editor

THE BETRAYAL OF MARX
"One main obstacle to a clear understanding of Marxism has been the failure to
distinguish the views of Marx from those of his epigones. . . . It is to clarify the
development of Marxism after Marx that the present anthology has been con-
ceived."-from the Preface HR/1805 $5.95

Anthony Giddens

THE CLASS STRUCTURE OF
THE ADVANCED SOCIETIES

"Giddens's contribution in this book is to summarize and rethink the writings of
Max Weber and Karl Marx . . . especially as these authors (and their critics) con-
ceive of social class, class conflict, industrial society, and the future of social
classes."-Choice TB/1845 $3.95

Werner Maser

HITLER
Legend, Myth, and Reality

"There is much in [this] book that is new, and his material tends to explain Hitler
rather than explain him away. . . . After Maser's work it will no longer be possible
to dismiss Hitler's early successes as the product of fluke or demonic intuition."
—John Cornwall, Times Educational Supplement TB/183S $3.95

David McLellan

THE THOUGHT OF KARL MARX
An Introduction

"Impressive both for the erudition it contains and for the great simplicity with
which this erudition is displayed. . . . It is the sort of introductory work which
should do a great deal of good."—Times Literary Supplement TB/1839 $2.95

Christopher Norwood

ABOUT PATERSON
The Making and Unmaking of an American City

"A colorful detailed, excoriating tale of Jersey jobbery, but the achievement goes
far beyond provincial reporting. . . . Miss Norwood takes Paterson as a negative
'model city' and uses its sad fate to show how our urban centers. . . . have yet to be
saved."—New York Times Book Review CN/393 $3.25

Alfred Rosenberg

RACE AND RACE HISTORY
And Other Essays

Edited and Introduced by Robert Pois. "This book is of prime importance for any-
one who wants fully to understand the volkisch and Nazi religion. The new mythos
was supposed to release the deep powers within the human and racial soul. . . .
We can now follow [Rosenberg] into the abyss of this soul, remembering its con-
sequences."— Times Literary Supplement TB/1820 $2.95

Max Stirner

THE EGO AND HIS OWN
Selected and Introduced by John Carroll. "A classic of anarchist thought.. . . Many
of the shocking things which were later said by Nietzsche were first said by
Stirner."—Maurice Cranston, Sunday Times [London] TB/1819 $3.45

for a complete catalog write
Harper Torchbooks, 10 East 53d Street, New York 10022
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Government
Readings and Cases
Fifth Edition
Peter Woll
Brandeis University
Invaluable as a sourcebook for American
Government courses, this successful,
balanced collection of readings and
cases focuses on issues that are cen-
tral to an understanding of the govern-
mental process. It provides excellent
coverage of Constitutional cases, plus
historical and analytical background
materials. 40% of the readings in the
revised Fifth Edition are new; they deal
with contemporary problems and the
stresses that have been placed on the
political system in the 1970's.
Paper approx. 544 pages
February 1975 $6.50 tent.

Comparative
Politics Today
A World View
Gabriel A. Almond, General Editor
Frederick C. Barghoorn
Henry W. Ehrmann
Andrew J. Perry
Richard Rose
Robert E. Scott
James R. Townsend
Finally! An introductory comparative poli-
tics text within the scope of the average
undergraduate that doesn't need exten-
sive (and expensive) supplementation
to provide representative coverage.
COMPARATIVE POLITICS TODAY offers
a world view: in-depth studies of six
countries — England, France, Russia,
China, Mexico, and Tanzania— in one
compact, attractively-designed, com-
petitively-priced volume. The book com-
bines a theoretical overview of political
systems with the individual country
studies. The book is heavily illustrated —
with nearly 200 line drawings, photos,
maps, and tables — and surprisingly
readable, considering the range and
depth of the material.
Cloth 477 pages 1974 $11.95

Political Thinking
The Perennial Questions
Second Edition
Glenn Tinder
University of Massachusetts, Boston
There are certain basic, perennial ques-
tions that are essential to the nature of
politics and political life — questions that
have been asked by political thinkers
since the time of Socrates. These are the
questions that make up Glenn Tinder's
POLITICAL THINKING, now available in
its Second Edition. Engaging students
directly in the activity of political think-
ing, this book offers issues, not answers.
Paper 206 pages 1974 $3.95

The Unheovenly
City Revisited
Edward C. Banfield
University of Pennsylvania
The storm of controversy over his book,
THE UNHEAVENLY CITY (published
five years ago), some changes in the
problems of the cities, and 1970 census
data have prompted Edward C. Banfield
to "revisit" the American city. The book
and its essentials are basically un-
changed in the new edition. But, Banfield
has tried to clear up some points of
confusion — ambiguities of language —
that he felt were distracting readers from
his major points. He has also taken into
account some recent developments in
urban society that seem to be significant,
and has added a new preface, which
examines the controversy over the book
and attempts to distinguish misunder-
standings from valid differences of opin-
ion.
Paper 358 pages 1974 $4.95

The Politics off the
Budgetary

Expanded Edition
Aaron Wildavsky
University of California, Berkeley
The new expanded edition of THE POLI-
TICS OF THE BUDGETARY PROCESS is,
like the original edition, a penetrating
political analysis of federal budget-
making. After a brief discussion on the
nature of budgets, Prof. Wildavsky pre-
sents a straightforward description and
analysis of the roles of those people
involved in the budgetary process, view-
ing budgetary decisions as answers to
central political questions — i.e., who
gets what and how. The expanded edi-
tion features two new chapters: one
evaluates and analyzes program budget-
ing; another discusses the loss of Con-
gressional control over federal spending
and suggests a new approach called the
Annual Expenditure Increment. New,
updated charts on the budgetary process
and a new preface are also included.
Paper 271 pages 1974 $4.95
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Little, Brown: the name in Political Science:
INTRODUCTION TO
POLITICAL
SCIENCE/THEORY
Political Socialization
Richard E. Dawson/
Kenneth Prewitt
Paper 226 pp. 1969 $3.95
The Political Culture of the
United States
Donald J. Devine
Cloth 383 pp. 1972 $7.95
Crisis in Confidence
The Impact of Watergate
Donald W. Harward
Paper 200 pp. 1974 $3.95
Revolutionary Change
Chalmers Johnson
Paper 191 pp. 1966 $3.95
Elections and Political Stability
A. J. Milnor
Paper 205 pp. 1969 $3.95
The Dramas of Politics
James N. Rosenau
Paper 250 pp. 1973 $4.95
Political Thinking
Glenn Tinder
Paper 206 pp. 1974 $3.95
Foundations of Political Action
Sidney R. Waldman
Paper 256 pp. 1972 $3.95
Politics and Vision
Sheldon S. Wolin
Cloth 529 pp. 1960 $12.95

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
The Unheavenly City Revisited
Edward C. Banfield
Paper 358 pp. 1974 $4.95
The American Political Arena
Joseph R. Fiszman/
Gene S. Poschman
Paper 631 pp. 1972 $6.95
The End of Politics in America
Michael Leiserson
Paper 276 pp. 1973 $5.95
American Political Patterns
Dan Nimmo/Thomas D. Ungs
Cloth 575 pp. 1973 $10.95
Policy and Politics in America
Allan P. Sindler
Paper 244 pp. 1973 $4.95
American Government
Peter Woll
Paper c. 574 pp. Feb. 1975
$6.50t

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS/AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY
Essence of Decision
Graham T. Allison
Paper 338 pp. 1971 $5.50
International Politics
Robert J. Art/Robert Jervis
Paper 567 pp. 1973 $6.95
The Use of Force
Robert J. Art/Kennetth N. Waltz
Paper 547 pp. 1971 $6.95
The Public's Impact on
Foreign Policy
Bernard C. Cohen
Paper 222 pp. 1973 $4.95
Defense Strategies for
the Seventies
Morton H. Halperin
Paper 149 pp. 1971 $3.95
Readings in American
Foreign Policy
Morton H. Halperin/

Arnold Kanter
Paper 434 pp. 1973 $6.95
Peace in Parts
J. S. Nye
Paper 210 pp. 1971 $4.95
Trends and Tragedies in
American Foreign Policy
Michael J. Parenti
Paper 228 pp. 1971 $4.50
Politics in the American States
Herbert Jacob/Kenneth N. Vines
Cloth 627 pp. 1971 $11.95
Rites of Way
Alan Lupo/Frank Colcord
Edmund P. Fowler
Paper 294 pp. 1971 $4.95

POLITICAL PARTIES
Party Politics in America
Frank J. Sorauf
Cloth 445 pp. 1972 $9.95
Political Parties in the
American System
Frank J. Sorauf
Paper 194 pp. 1964 $3.50

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
BUREAUCRACIES
Essence of Decision
Graham T. Allison
Paper 338 pp. 1971 $5.50
Inside Bureaucracy
Anthony Downs
Paper 292 pp. 1967 $5.95
Bureaucracy, Politics and
Public Policy
Francis E. Rourke
Paper 173 pp. 1969 $4.50
Bureaucratic Power in National
Politics
Francis E. Rourke
Paper 419 pp. 1972 $5.95

LEGISLATIVE POLITICS
PRESIDENCY
Congressmen in
Committees
Richard F. Fenno, Jr.
Paper 302 pp. 1973 $5.50
The Congressional Process
Lewis A. Froman, Jr.
Paper 221 pp. 1967 $4.95
Crisis in Confidence
The Impact of Watergate
Donald W. Harward
Paper 200 pp. 1974 $3.95
Legislative Politics U.S.A.
Theodore J. Lowi/
Randall B. Ripley
Paper 383 pp. 1973 $5.95
The Politics of Finance
John F. Manley
Paper 395 pp. 1970 $4.95
The Politics of the Budgetary
Process
Aaron Wildavsky
Paper 304 pp. 1974 $4.95
Power, Action, and Interaction
George H. Quester
Paper 573 pp. 1971 $5.95
Planning, Prediction, and
Policymaking in Foreign Affairs
Robert L. Rothstein
Cloth 215 pp. 1972 $6.95
The Elusive Enemy
Simon Serfaty
Paper 241 pp. 1972 $4.50
Dominance and Diversity
Steven L. Spiegel
Paper 309 pp. 1972 $5.95

COMPARATIVE POLITICS
Comparative Politics
Gabriel A. Almond/
G. Bingham Powell, Jr.
Paper 348 pp. 1966 $4.95
The Civic Culture
Gabriel A. Almond/Sidney Verba
Paper 379 pp. 1965 $3.95
Crisis, Choice, and Change
Gabriel A. Almond/Scott C.
Flanagan/Robert J. Mundt
Cloth 717 pp. 1973 $12.95
Comparative Politics Today
Gabriel A. Almond
General Editor
Frederick C. Barghoorn/Henry
W. Ehrmann/Andrew J. Perry/
Richard Rose/Robert E. Scott/
James R. Townsend
Cloth 477 pp. 1974 $11.95
Cases in Comparative Politics
James B. Christoph/
Bernard E. Brown
Paper 301 pp. 1969 $5.50
European Politics
Mattel Dogan/ Richard Rose
Paper 590 pp. 1971 $7.95
Ethnic Conflict and Political
Development
Cynthia H. Enloe
Paper 282 pp. 1973 $4.95
Aspects of Political Development
Lucian W. Pye
Paper 205 pp. 1966 $3.95
Cases in Comparative Politics:
Asia
Lucian W. Pye
Paper 306 pp. 1970 $4.95
China: An Introduction
Lucian W. Pye
Paper 384 pp. 1972 $4.95

JUDICIAL PROCESS
Justice in America
Herbert Jacob
Paper 237 pp. 1972 $3.95

URBAN/LOCAL POLITICS
Race in the City
Joel D. Aberbach/Jack L. Walker
Paper 293 pp. 1973 $5.95
The Unheavenly City Revisited
Edward C. Banfield
Paper 358 pp. 1974 $4.95
Metropolitan Politics
Michael N. Danielson
Paper 426 pp. 1971 $5.95
The View From Below
Susan S. Fainstein/
Norman I. Fainstein
Paper 360 pp. 1972 $5.95
State and Urban Politics
Richard I. Hofferbert/
Ira Sharkansky
Paper 474 pp. 1971 $6.95
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When your students need extra he lp . . .
turn to Spectrum/^vBooks

GLOBAL COMPANIES: Recently Published Volumes
The Political Economy CHOOSING THE PRESIDENT
Of World BUSineSS Edited byJames David Barber,
Edited by George W. Ball Duke University
Global companies, with budgets that often *n t h e w a k e o f rec,en t campaign abuses and
dwarf the economy of nations, are fast be- J e "agnation and pardon of an American
coming one of the most potent forces in President, crucial questions have been raised
world trade and international relations, concerning the office and system which
raising serious questions about their role fcts t h e P r e s i d e n t - Contributors examine
and impact on the world economy and world t h e s e questions and analyze the election
Dolitics process from eligibility to the effect of
Former Undersecretary of State George Ball r e c e " ' r e f o r m s a n d t h e f u t" r e

T
o f r e f o r m s o f

and such leading authorities as Eugene d ^ d a c y ' c a m P a i 8 n s ' a n d e l e c t l o n Pr o c e"
Rostow, Jacques Maisonrouge, and Charles ' . . , , „ ,
Kindleberger examine the unresolved, yet ^ w American Assembly Book
critical issues that surround global com- Rea*y Cloth ^.95/Paper $2.95
panies—how they function without restric- CnVFPFIPN<!.
tion and often recognize no allegience other **»" nCiW OUVEillEiluND.
than profit. Multinational Corporations
An American Assembly Book a s World Powers
May Cloth $8.95/Paper $2.95 Edited by Luiz Simmons and

Abdul Said, American University
ANT) PPTC7IT IT HIT • Should the multinationals be allowed to
m\U rH,lVlJj£ilV£i. c o n t i n u e t h e i r r e l e n t l e s s expansion? Such

NeW Criminology contributors as Irving Horowitz and Ronald

fly Barry Krisbere M u l l e r w e i 8 h t h e Pros a n d c o n s of t h i s

University of California, Berkeley ?ue
t
stion t o P r^de a well-balanced exam-

J ' ' J ination of the nature, role and impact of the
Our criminal justice system has created an multinational on the world scene today,
uneven, unhealthy social climate weighted Ready Cloth $8.95/Paper $3.50
on the side of the privileged.
In Crime and Privilege, crimmolo&st Barry SUPERPOWERS AND VICTIMS:
Knsberg shows how traditional methods of
punishment and correction actually serve to The Outlook for World Community
suppress entire classes of individuals— By Charlotte Waterlow,
mainly minorities—who pose a threat to the Browne and Nichols School
status quo. This volume examines the massive problems
The author offers a convincing argument for emerging nations face, shows how the super-
radical reform based on a new criminology powers have both helped and prevented
that is not only responsive to the expecta- their growth, and presents a strong argu-
tions of the privileged, but sensitive to the ment for global planning to manage world
needs of the oppressed as well. resources for the benefit of all peoples.
June Cloth $7.95/Paper $2.95 Ready Cloth $6.95/Paper $2.95

Spectrum /^\ Books
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632
At your bookstore. Teachers: Examination copies available from your Prentice-Hall representative.
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PUBLICATIONS FROM
UNITED NATIONS

STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 1973
Important compilation of statistics from
countries throughout the world covering
a wide range of economic and social sub-
jects, including: population, agriculture,
manufacturing, construction, transport,
trade, balance of payments, national in-
come, education and culture. Improved
statistical coverage has enabled the Year-
book to widen the territorial scope of
many of its tables and to provide more
comprehensive and accurate world and
continental aggregates.
Order No. E.74.XVII.1 Clothbound $35.00

COMPENDIUM OF HOUSING
STATISTICS 1971
This world-wide compilation of housing
and related statistics is prepared by the
Statistical Office of the United Nations
with the assistance of the Population
Division and in co-operation with the
Centre for Housing, Building and Plan-
ning. Its main purpose is to make avail-
able information derived from national
housing censuses and to provide for a
more complete interpretation of this in-
formation than would otherwise be pos-
sible by presenting other data that have
a bearing on the housing situation. These
include data on population and its growth,
dwelling construction, the cost of hous-
ing, and capital formation in housing.
Order No. E/F.73.XVII.4 $14.50

YEARBOOK OF CONSTRUCTION
STATISTICS 1963-1972
This is the first in a new series of annual
compilations of statistics on world con-
struction activity and has been prepared
to make available the information derived
from annual surveys in this field under-
taken all over the world.
The data presented in this publication are
primarily based on replies to the Con-
struction Statistics Questionnaire of the
United Nations, distributed in 1972 for
the first time. The information received
has been supplemented in a few in-
stances with data obtained from pub-
lished sources, as well as with the work
undertaken by the Statistical Office on
the compilation of construction statistics
in the United Nations Statistical Year-
book.
Order No. E.74.XVII.9 Clothbound $18.00

DEMOGRAPHIC YEARBOOK 1973
The twenty-fifth issue of the Demographic
Yearbook contains 1973 statistics of area,
population, natality, mortality, nuptiality
and divorce for every country of the world,
latest available data on expectation of life
and a 7-year trend of international arrivals
and departures. Data on the economic
characteristics of the population are
shown, including labour force participa-
tion rates £>y age and sex as well as var-
ious cross-classifications of population
by industry, occupation, status, age and
sex.
Order No. E/F.74.XIII.1 Clothbound $38.00

United Nations Publications, Room LX-230O, New York, NY 10017
or
Palais des Nations, 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
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Soar
toNcw
Heights on a

TO KEEP THE REPUBLIC: Governing the United States in Its s—~-x^
Third Century. David J. Olson, Indiana University and Visiting ( '•N
Professor at the University of Washington, and Philip Meyer, /^ *-v
National Correspondent, Knight Newspapers ^C-L J
Offer your students a knowledge of where the nation has been ' v —" \—<^^ / ^ - ^ ^
to help them understand where it is—and where it is going. This
comprehensive introductory text combines an analysis of standard
topics and traditional concerns with an exploration of contemporary
issues and unconventional political structures and processes. Balanc-
ing the shortcomings of the democratic experience against the de-
monstrated successes, the authors consider the realities of contem-
porary government and determine which political resources, strat-
egies, and tactics produce which results. Creative and critical
thinking is stimulated by this engaging text as readers are challenged
to examine provocative issues and resolve the contradictions of a
modern, complex democracy.
Instructors manual available. 1975, 480 pages, $11.50

College and University Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co«pny,
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T
POLICY AND POLITICS IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS
Ira Sharkansky, University of Wisconsin, and Donald S. Van
Meter, Ohio State University
To understand why and how American governments have evolved-
and what things governments do—or fail to do-the authors look to
the formation and delivery of public policy in the United States.
This brief, selectively written introductory text provides students
with a framework for examining policy and politics. Combining
institutional and behavioral research, the authors use the study
of government to begin the study of politics. Policy and Politics
in American Governments integrates all levels of the
political system, thereby making students acutely aware of the
interrelationships between national,.state, and local government.
Instructor's Manual available. 1975, 360 pages, paper, $6.95

McGraw-Hill

ELEMENTARY POLITICAL ANALYSIS, Second Edition
Herbert Jacob, Northwestern University, and Robert Weissberg,
Cornell University
Do more than acquaint your students with political structure and
procedure. Teach them to think about politics. Through self-paced,
semi-programmed units, Elementary Political Analysis develops
skills needed to distinguish fact from value judgement and to
formulate vague generalizations into analyzable propositions.
Keyed for use with most basic texts in American government,
this extensively field-tested supplement has consistently improved
student capacity for analytical thinking.
1975, 320 pages, paper, $7.95

Prices subject to change.

1221 AfWHie of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
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the
handbook of
po itical science
Edited by Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson W. Polsby

VOLUME 1: POLITICAL SCIENCE: SCOPE
AND THEORY
1 Dwight Waldo: "Political Science: Tradition,

Discipline, Profession, Science, Enterprise"
2 J. Donald Moon: "The Logic of Political In-

quiry: A Synthesis of Opposed Perspectives"
3 Dante Germino: "The Contemporary Rele-

vance of the Classics of Political Philosophy"
4 Felix £ Oppenheim: "The Language of Politi-

cal Inquiry: Problems of Clarification"
5 Brian Barry and Douglas W. Rae: "Politcal

Evaluation"
VOLUME 2: MICROPOLITICAL THEORY
1 Fred I. Greenstein: "Personality and Politics"
2 David O. Sears: "Political Socialization"
3 Moshe M. Czudnowski: "Political Recruitment"
4 J. David Greenstone: "Group Theories"
5 Dennis J. Palumbo: "Organization Theory and

Political Science"
VOLUME 3: MACROPOLITICAL THEORY
1 Samuel P. Huntington & Jorge I. Dominguez:

"Political Development"
2 Robert A. Dahl: "Governments and Political

Oppositions"
3 Juan J. Linz: "Totalitarian and Authoritarian

Regimes"
4 Michael Taylor: "The Theory of Collective

Choice"
5 Charles Tilly: "Revolutions and Collective

Violence"
6 Arthur L. Stinchcombe: "Social Structure and

Politics"
VOLUME 4: NONGOVERNMENTAL POLITICS
1 Norman H. Nie & Sidney Verba: "Political

Participation"
2 Philip E. Converse: "Public Opinion and

Voting Behavior"
3 Robert H. Salisbury: "Interest Groups"
4 Leon D. Epstein: "Political Parties"
VOLUME 5: GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS
AND PROCESSES
1 Harvey Wheeler: "Constitutionalism"
2 William H. Riker: "Federalism"
3 Anthony King: "Executives"
4 Nelson W. Polsby: "Legislatures"

5 Martin Shapiro: "Courts"
6 Mark Nadel & Francis Rourke: "Bureaucracies"
VOLUME 6: POLICIES AND POLICY-MAKING
1 Harold D. Lass well: "Research in Policy Anal-

ysis: The Intelligence & Appraisal Functions"
2 Joseph A. Pechman: "Making Economic

Policy: The Role of the Economist"
3 Harvey M. Sapolsky: "Science Policy"
4 Charles E. Gilbert: "Welfare Policy"
5 Duane Lockard: "Race Policy"
6 Robert C. Fried: "Comparative Urban Policy

and Performance"
7 Bernard C. Cohen & Scott A. Harris: "Foreign

Policy"
8 John G. Grumm: "The Analysis of Policy

Impact"

VOLUME 7: STRATEGIES OF INQUIRY
1 ClementE. Vose: "Sources for Political In-

quiry: I Library Reference Materials and Man-
uscripts as Data for Political Science"

2 Jerome M. Clubb: "Sources for Political In-
quiry: II Quantitative Data"

3 Harry Eckstein: "Case Study and Theory in
Political Science"

4 Hayward R. Alker, Jr.: "Polimetrics: Its
Descriptive Foundations"

5 Richard A. Brody & Charles N. Brownstein:
"Experimentation and Simulation"

6 Richard W. Boyd & Herbert H. Hyman:
"Survey Research"

7 Gerald H. Kramer & Joseph Hertzberg:
"Formal Theory"

8 Herman Kahn: "On Studying the Future"
VOLUME 8: INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
1 Kenneth N. Waltz: "Theory of International

Relations"
2 Dina Zinnes: "Research Frontiers in the Study

of International Politics"
3 George H. Quester: "The World Political

System"
4 Richard Smoke: "National Security Affairs"
5 Robert 0. Keohane & Joseph S. Nye: I nter-

national Interdependence and Integration"
6 Leon Lipson: "International Law"

For detailed information and prices write the publisher.

A
TT

Social Science & Humanities Division
ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

503 Jacob Way
Reading, Massachusetts 01867
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NEW IN 1975
THE 71st ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION WILL BE HELD
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 THROUGH FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 5 IN

SAN FRANCISCO
WATCH FOR DETAILS IN THE SPRING PS OF
THESE NEW FEATURES:

• PANELS WILL BEGIN TUESDAY MORNING
AT 9:30, AND END FRIDAY AFTERNOON
AT 4:00

• CASSETTE TAPES OF YOUR PANELS WILL
BE AVAILABLE

• YOU CAN PRE-REGISTER AND AVOID THE
LONG LINES

• YOU CAN TAKE A CHARTER FLIGHT
FROM THE EAST COAST, OR

• YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A PRE-

OR POST-CONVENTION TOUR TO HAWAII
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Broadening the bases of understanding
foreign policy • • •

U- S. FOREIGN POLICY Context, Conduct, Content
Marian D. Irish and Elke Frank

This new textbook focuses on the current conduct of American foreign policy—
how our foreign policy is formulated and how it is implemented, by Congress as
well as by the Chief Executive. The authors begin in the first three chapters with
a clear, operational definition of foreign policy and with a discussion of the context
in which our current foreign policy has developed—the changing character of
the domestic and international environments from 1945 to the present. They
then analyze and explain foreign policy machines and agencies within govern-
ment, the nature of policymaking, options open to the American public, and the
strategic instruments of foreign policy—economic, diplomatic, psychological,
and military. Throughout the text, the authors use a conceptual framework: they
clearly demonstrate that the context, conduct, content of our foreign policy is an
integrated whole that is best understood through a behavioral—rather than
merely descriptive—approach.

Paperbpund. 576 pages (probable)

and comparative politics

I N D I A Government and Politics in a Developing Nation
SECOND EDITION

Robert L. Hardgrave, Jr., University of Texas
This brief, elementary textbook introduces students to the problems of political
and economic development in developing nations through an analysis of the ex-
perience of one country—India. Professor Hardgrave examines India's struggle
for independence, the development of the standardized democratic institutions,
and its efforts to establish itself as a power in Asia and in the world. He recounts
the experiences of India's special interest groups and discusses the critical roles
each of these groups plays in terms of making demands on the government and
of being the objects of public policy. He then provides an overview of the general
public's increasing participation in—and demands on—a political system with
limited institutional capacities to respond. This new Second Edition brings the
text narrative fully up to date and includes a new concluding chapter in which
Professor Hardgrave analyzes India's future role in the international community
of superpowers and developing nations.

Paperbound. 280 pages

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC.
New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanta
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POLITICAL
SCIUCIi• * * * * * • * * * * • * * *

Reo M. Christenson
CHALLENGE AND DECISION:
Political Issues of Our Time, Fourth Edition
227 pages $4.25: paper 1973

Richard E. Dawson
PURLIC OPINION AND
CONTEMPORARY DISARRAY
221 pages $4.50: paper 1973

James Eisenstein
POLITICS AND THE LEGAL PROCESS
356 pages $4.95: paper 1973

Herbert Hirsch and David C. Perry
VIOLENCE AS POLITICS:
A Series of Original Essays
262 pages $4.95: paper 1973

Raymond F. Hopkins and Richard W. Mansbach
STRUCTURE AND PROCESS
IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
498 pages $11.95: cloth 1973

John W. Kingdon
CONGRESSMEN'S VOTING DECISIONS
313 pages $9.95: cloth $5.95: paper 1973

Felix A. Nigro and Lloyd G. Nigro
MODERN PURLIC ADMINISTRATION,
Third Edition
468 pages $11.95: cloth 1973

Sidney Verba and Norman H. Nie
PARTICIPATION IN AMERICA:
Political Democracy and Social Equality
428 pages $5.95: paper 1972
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a * * *

LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE:
An Anthropological Synthesis
Emilio Willems

The first genuinely anthropological introduction to Latin American cul-
ture, this book examines the various institutions of Latin American so-
ciety within the context of a common way of life or culture. The text
covers the emergence of the traditional culture, emphasizing the func-
tional interdependence of such elements as the landed estate, family
and kinship structure, and religion, and synthesizes the evolution of
modern Latin America, stressing change, growing complexity, and newly
developing forms of integration. January 1975. Tentative: 384 pages;
$12.95/cloth.

From Harper's MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT SERIES

MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT:
POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
Lynton K. Caldwell

The impact of the environmental crisis on public policy is examined with
insight and clarity that help students grasp sophisticated and novel con-
cepts. The development of policies designed to safeguard a quality
environment and the reasons why traditional institutions are unable to
manage man-nature interactions are outlined. January 1975. 172 pages;
$9.95/cloth; $3.95/paper.

MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT:
CITIZEN ACTION
Odom Fanning

This lively, comprehensive text on how concerned and responsible indi-
viduals can and do act to shape a quality environment explores actual
case histories and step-by-step methods for environmental action. The
background and development of voluntary citizen environmental move-
ments and the forces now shaping the environment's future are reviewed.
January 1975. Tentative: 288 pages; $9.95/cloth; $4.95/paper.

FMMIARPfaitfcMW
10 East 53d Street, New York 10022
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The united states: A STUDY OF A
i DEVELOPING COUNTRY

IRA SHARKANSKY, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Sharkansky demonstrates that the sharp contrast between the rich and
poor sectors of the U.S., a parallel of the situation that exists in countries of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America, has important implications for the compet-
ing policy goals of economic growth and conservation. He argues for eco-
nomic growth as a way to maximize opportunities for the less-developed
sectors of the U.S.
(Courses: American Politics, Public Policy) $3.95, paper

The Politics of
women's Liberation
JO FREEMAN, State University of New York, Purchase
"Jo Freeman is one of the most effective and perceptive participants in the
movement for women's liberation. This book is required reading for those
who would understand its politics."—Jerome H. Skolnick, University of

California, Berkeley
(Courses: Public Policy, Women's Studies) $8.95, cloth; $4.95, paper

Education in National Politics
NORMAN C. THOMAS, University of Cincinnati
"Conveniently and expertly summarizes the complicated scene of educa-
tion and politics. And it goes well beyond what is already familiar to provide
a richly detailed analysis of the policy concern."—Robert A. Salisbury,

Washington University, St. Louis
(Course: Public Policy) $4.95, paper

The Politics ol Pollution
in a Comparative Perspective
CYNTHIA ENLOE, Clark University
A study of the factors which shape the ways that power and opinion interact
to produce government policies regarding environmental disruption, as
well as the policies which disregard these hazards.
(Courses: Comparative Politics, Comparative Public Policy) $4.95, paper

Notes on the Old System:
MARCUS RASKIN, Institute for Policy Studies
"Scratches an itch that no other commentary on Watergate has managed
to do... . Read it: if you've forgotten where we were before Watergate came
and drowned us, this will refresh your memory."—The New York Times
(Courses: American Politics, Presidency) $6.95, cloth; $2.95, paper

DAVID McKAY COMPANY, INC. • 750 Third Avenue, New York 10017
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FOREIGN
AFFAIRS

JAPAN IN CRISIS
Essays on Taisho Democracy
Edited by BERNARD S. SILBERMAN
and H. D. HAROOTUNIAN
The widespread social, political, economic,
and cultural changes that occurred during
the years of Japan's modernization move-
ment in the early twentieth century are
discussed in thirteen essays by Japanese
and American scholars concerned with
the Taisho period. $17.50

LIBERALS IN THE
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
The Constitutional Democratic
Party, 1917-1921
WILLIAM G. ROSENBERG
How the Constitutional Democrats, or
Kadets, responded to the events of the
Russian Revolution and failed at the time
of the party's greatest crisis is the subject
of this political history of Russia's most
prominent liberal party from 1917 to
1921. Studies of the Russian Institute,
Columbia University Cloth, $25.00
Limited Paperback Edition, $9.75

POLITICAL UNDERCURRENTS
IN SOVIET ECONOMIC DEBATES
From Bukharin to the
Modern Reformers
MOSHE LEWIN
Although current economic debate in the
Soviet Union deals overtly with such
issues as economic planning and the pat-
tern of economic growth, at its core are
basic questions concerning the role of the
state and its relation to society. Moshe
Lewin emphasizes the essentially political
nature of the present controversy by
demonstrating its affinities with Soviet
political and economic thought since
Stalin. $16.50

THE UNITED STATES AND
THE CARIBBEAN REPUBLICS,
1921-1933
DANA GARDNER MUNRO
The shift in United States policy from
that of active intervention to one of
noninterference in the internal political
affairs of the Caribbean states is the
subject of Munro's study. The author
concentrates on several important issues
- the failure to compel political reforms
in Cuba from 1921 to 1923, the with-
drawal of the occupations from the
Dominican Republic and Haiti, the inter-
vention in Nicaragua, the response to the
Machado and Trujillo dictatorships, and
the refusal to recognize revolutionary
governments in Central America. $17.50

THE TUNISIA OF AHMAD BEY,
1837-1855
L. CARL BROWN
Under the energetic but confused
prodding of the activist ruler Ahmad Bey,
Tunisia made its first effort to institute
European-inspired political and military
reforms. Within the broad historical con-
text of change imposed by the West on
the rest of the world, Professor Brown
presents this work on the reign of Ahmad
Bey as both a case study in modernization
as well as a historical survey of Tunisia in
the mid-nineteenth century. $20.00

Write for our new History catalogue.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Princeton, New Jersey 08546
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The American Party Systems
Stages of Political Development
Second Edition
Edited by WILLIAM NISBET CHAMBERS, Washington University, and
WALTER DEAN BURNHAM, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. D
Widely acclaimed as a standard work on American political parties, this
volume brings together essays by five political scientists and five his-
torians concerning the origins, characteristics, and functions of the
American political party system. For this edition, Professor Burnham has
contributed a new essay on the politics of the 1970s in which he describes
a critical political realignment taking place outside the traditional
party system.
Spring 1975 380 pp. 8charts cloth $10.95 paper$3.95

Power, Influence, and Authority
DAVID V. J. BELL, York University. • Drawing on recent theories of com-
munication and decision-making. Professor Bell approaches the concept
of power by way of political linguistics in this volume. He maintains that
power, influence, and authority must be distinguished and that they are
expressed through different types of communication. By clarifying these
three concepts, he seeks to provide a means for evaluating, explaining,
and predicting political acts, not only in the national and international
arena but within the family and marketplace as well.
Spring 1975 112 pp. cloth $6.95 paper $1.95

Politics, Position, and Power
The Dynamics of Federal Organization
Second Edition
HAROLD SEIDMAN, University of Connecticut. • Acclaimed as "one of
the most important books in public administration in the last several
decades" (American Political Science Review), this inside view of federal
organization has now been revised and expanded to include new statis-
tical and reference material as well as considerable analysis of President
Nixon's experiences with reorganization, particularly his attempted
"New American Revolution."
Spring 1975 368 pp. paper $3.95

The Judicial Mind Revisited
Psychometric Analysis of Supreme Court Ideology
GLENDON SCHUBERT, University of Hawaii. • Using sophisticated com-
puter techniques, Professor Schubert provides a comprehensive study
of the voting behavior of the Supreme Court Justices from the end of
World War II through the chief justiceship of Earl Warren. "If there is a
genius at large in the judicial process/behavior subfield, he is surely
writing under the name of Glendon Schubert. This book is a scholarly
tour de force and a significant contribution."

—Sheldon Goldman, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
1974 192 pp. illus. cloth $9.00 paper $4.95

Democracy and Disobedience
PETER SINGER, Latrobe University, Australia. • "The purpose of the
book is to consider the question: does democracy entail obligations to
obey the laws which non-democratic systems do not?.. The argument
is careful, complex, and subtle, even though it is quite brief. It is an
especially important book This book is most suitable... for any topical-
ly oriented course in political philosophy—at any level."

—Alan Wertheimer, University of Vermont in Perspective
1973 (paper, 1974) 150 pp. cloth $6.50 paper $2.25
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T
The Judicial Process
An Introductory Analysis of the Courts of the
United States, England, and France
Third Edition
HENRY J. ABRAHAM, University of Virginia. • Now completely updated,
revised, and enlarged, the Third Edition of this standard work continues
to offer a clear and thorough comparative introduction to the theory and
practice of the judicial process in the United States, England, and France.
Most of the book is devoted to a study of the United States judiciary with
particular emphasis on the Supreme Court and judicial review.
Spring 1975 544 pp. cloth $12.95 paper $5.95

In Search of American Foreign Policy
The Humane Use of Power
LINCOLN P. BLOOMFIELD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. D
"Delightful reading, urbane, literate, sensible, thought-provoking "
—John D. Montgomery, Harvard University. "A first-rate and much-needed
philosophical essay on the uses of power and the foundations of Ameri-
can foreign policy."—G. J. Buckley, Northern Arizona University. "A
thoughtful and creative statement of the liberal position."

—Whittle Johnston, University of Virginia
1974 192 pp. cloth $6.95 paper $1.95

Suez 1956
International Crises and the Role of Law
ROBERT R. BOWIE, Harvard University. • Egypt's nationalization of the
Suez Canal in July 1956 set off a series of political reactions that led to
the invasion of the Egyptian Sinai Peninsula by Israeli troops in October,
the bombing of towns along the Suez by the French and British, and the
landing of French and British troops in the Suez area. Although inter-
national law did not prevent the use of force, Professor Bowie argues that
it was a major factor affecting the actions arid policy-making of the
Egyptians, Israelis, British, French, Americans, Russians, and other
Canal users.
1974 (cloth 1975) 176 pp. cloth $7.50 paper $2.50

Cyprus 1958-1967
International Crises and the Role of Law
THOMAS EHRLICH, Stanford University Law School. • "Anyone inter-
ested in the contemporary relevance and application of international law
—a too frequently neglected dimension of modern international relations-
ought to read and contemplate this short book... The book is a most
useful contribution to an intelligent understanding of modern international
relations and a welcome antidote to the innumerable studies today which
tend to dismiss international law as an outmoded and Utopian concept."

—Cecil V. Crabb, Jr., Louisiana State University in Perspective
1974 176 pp. paper $1.95

The Cuban Missile Crisis
International Crises and the Role of Law
ABRAM CHAYES, Harvard University. • In this volume, Professor Chayes,
former adviser to the U.S. State Department during the Cuban Missile
Crisis, assesses how international law entered into the policy making
process during the Crisis. "An excellent analysis of the interaction of law
and politics, interesting for the scholar as well as the student, by one
who was both involved participant and detached observer."

—Robert McGeehan, City College of New York
1974 176 pp. cloth $5.95 paper $1.95

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
2OO MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK. NY 1OO16
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CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY
presents

WASHINGTON
INFORMATION
DIRECTORY

1975

1
WASHINGTON
INFORMATION

DIRECTORY
1975

Two years in the making, a thoroughly indexed directory
of who and where to call or write for information on al-
most any subject. A roadmap through the bureaucracy of
Washington, D.C., its federal agencies, professional asso-
ciations, embassies and its regional offices around the U.S.
Compiled for librarians, schools, city/state/federal offi-
cials and those who look to Washington for information.

April 1975. Approx. 800 pages. 6 x 9V4". Clothbound. Ten-
tative price $18. Annual series.

2
THE

COMPLETE
WATERGATE
CHRONOLOGY

OF A
CRISIS

The one permanent work historians will turn to when
evaluating and re-evaluating the implications of the Water-
gate scandal. Includes the highly acclaimed and widely
recommended Volumes One and Two (paper), plus 350
pages on Nixon's resignation, Ford's ascension, the pardon
and the trials of the coverup conspirators. Documentary
appendix, fully indexed.

March 1975. Approx. 1,000 pages. 8Vi x 11". Clothbound.
Tentative price $35.00.

Please order directly from:

Congressional Quarterly Inc.
1414 22nd St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

GUIDE
TO

U.S.
ELECTIONS

1789-1974

3
GUIDE

TO U.S.
ELECTIONS
1789-1974

A new reference work for libraries and scholars. In print
for the first time, the most complete voting records
available of elections for Presidency, Congress, Senate
and Governorships. Also a history of political parties, con-
vention ballots and platforms. Demographic data, elec-
toral college and redistricting. The most comprehensive
compilation of data on U.S. elections ever published.

May 1975. Approx. 1,200 pages. 8'/z x 11". Clothbound.
Tentative price $45.00.

HISTOR
DOCUM
OF n
1974 t

I

\c
EN"

•

rs 4
HISTORIC

DOCUMENTS
OF 1974

This third volume of an annual series carries on the tradi-
tion of selecting documents published during the past year
which are of historical importance. This series gives stu-
dents, scholars, librarians, journalists and citizens con-
venient access to documents of basic importance in the
broad range of public affairs. The 1974 edition includes:
Impeachment articles, key Watergate tapes, Nixon resig-
nation, President Ford's major statements, Middle East
peace agreements, economic summit. Rockefeller nomina-
tion.

March 1975. Approx. 1,100 pages. 7 x 10'2". Clothbound.
Tentative price $30.00
Historic Documents of 1972, 1973 also available: $30.00
each.
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1975 DRYDEN PRESS 1975
The Governing of Men, Fourth Edition
Austin Ranney
This imminently teachable introduction to political science is rapidly becoming a classic in the field.
The fourth edition has been reorganized to make the text an even more viable teaching tool. This
edition has been thoroughly updated through late 1974 and includes recent political developments
such as the impeachment crisis, the women's rights movement, the alienation from governmental
institutions, etc. An instructor's manual accompanies the text. Published Spring 1975

Governing: A Brief Introduction to Political Science,
Second Edition
Austin Ranney

A shortened paperback version of The Governing of Men.

Nations and Men, Third Edition
Ivo D. Duchacek

A concise, introductory text in international politics that seeks to provide today's students with the
essential tools for analyzing how nations, people, and the system of nation states interact. Focuses
on why nations and people act as they do and how they can be expected to act—in al I probability—in
the last decades of the twentieth century. Includes an increased number of short insert-featurettes
which quote original documents and statements (for example: Nixon-Chou Peking communique, the
Arab-Israeli disengagement agreement, the Brezhnev Doctrine, etc.) and which give the student the
exact wording—and flavor—of legal and ideological rhetorics. Published Spring 1975

Essentials of American Democracy, Seventh Edition
Carr, Bernstein, Murphy, Danielson

In comparison to previous editions, the Seventh Edition has more thematic unity. It has been
thoroughly rethought, completely brought up to date and substantially rewritten. The authors have
tried to integrate into each chapter not only recent political events but also, and more importantly,
new analyses by social scientists. Published Winter 1974

Supplementary and Reference Materials

Political Science Dictionary American Political Dictionary,
Jack Piano, Roy Olton, Third Edition
Milton Greenberg, Robert Riggs Jack Piano and Milton Greenberg
Published 1973 Published 1972

International Relations Dictionary Dictionary of Political Analysis
Jack Piano and Roy Olton Jack Piano and Robert Riggs
Published 1973 Published 1972

The Dryden Press
A d i v i s i o n o f Holt> Rinehart and Winston
901 N. Elm Street, Hinsdale, Illinois 60521
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3 New 1975 Texts From
HOLBROOK PRESS, INC.

SHANK & CONANT
Urban Perspectives:
Politics & Policies

Alan Shank, State University of New York at Geneseo, and Ralph W. Conant,
University of Houston and Southwest Center for Urban Research. 1975,

Paperbound, Est. 420 pp.

BERMAN
State and Local Politics

David R. Berman, Arizona State University. 1975, Est. 336 pp.

UVEGES
The Dimensions of

Public Administration, 2nd Ed.
Joseph A. Uveges, Jr., Western Kentucky University. 1975, Paperbound,

Est. 500 pp.

HOLBROOK PRESS, INC., (A subsidiary of Allyn and Bacon, Inc.)
Dept. A93, 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, MA 02210
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BEYOND THE WATER'S EDGE
America's Foreign Policies
Howard Bliss and M. Glen Johnson, Vassar College
This brief overview traces America's foreign policy
from development of the post World War II con-
sensus to the breakdown of that consensus in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. The authors deal with
such matters as the nature of foreign policy; the
major historic themes of U.S. foreign policy; the

major characteristics of the post-war international
system; the President and his primacy in policy
making; the foreign affairs bureaucracy; Congress
and foreign policy; and the impact of non-govern-
mental institutions (the media, public opinion,
interest groups) on foreign policy.
272 pages/paperbound/January 1975/$4.75

POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY IN AMERICA
An Introduction
David A. Caputo, Purdue University
A concise introduction to American government
that stresses contemporary aspects of American
institutions and public policy while providing
students with factual and theoretical information
required to stimulate critical thought about the
complexities and characteristics of the American
political system. Appropriate attention is given

THE PINNACLE
The Contemporary American Presidency
John F. Murphy, U.S. Coast Guard Academy
In this fresh analysis of the modern American
presidency, the author asserts that President
Truman recognized basic transformations in the
nation wrought by World War II, and that he moved
to create in the presidency an instrument of per-
manent authority capable of pursuing a national
agenda. Truman thus placed the President at the

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
The Execution of Public Policy
DonT. Allensworth
Concise, yet comprehensive, this book—an intro-
duction to public administration—covers all major
aspects, including the full range of recent develop-
ments and current trends. Those familiar with other
texts in the field will find greater emphasis here on

throughout to important contemporary issues such
as race, sex discrimination, international conflict
and human rights. Coverage includes national
political institutions — congress, the courts, the
presidency, the federal bureaucracy; state and
urban politics; group politics and politioal parties;
public policy; the future of American politics.
302 pages/paperbound/1974/$3.95

pinnacle of authority and responsibility, and he
and his successors must be evaluated in that light.
Professor Murphy then examines the thrust of each
administration, its success in achieving the na-
tional agenda, prospects and possible problems
for the presidency.

215 pages/paperbound/1974/$2.95

the administration of public policy, contemporary
bureaucratic behavior and the politics of admin-
istration. Organization charts, tables, graphs, dia-
grams, maps, drawings and chapter-end sum-
maries are included.
213 pages/paperbound/1973/$3.95

lippincott
J.B. Lippincott Company • Division of Higher Education

East Washington Square • Philadelphia, Pa. 19105
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Bcwk

What is a MagaBack?
• an exciting new concept in education that combines the

outstanding features of magazines and paperbacks.

• a supplementary teaching tool that
combines the magazine's vast re- „
source files and photos, its time-
liness and dramatic visual impact
with the paperback's scholarly
authorship, lasting educational
value, and proven pedagogical
tools.

What's in a MagaBack?
• a magazine-like "cover story"

used as a focal point to zero in on
a contemporary issue — human
sexuality, drug abuse, changing
family structure

• the scholarship of a leading
teacher in the field

• the clear, lively style of a profes-
sional writer

the most recent information available from TIME'S vast
news and research library
photos and illustrations
an annotated bibliography and a glossary of terms
an instructor's insert with suggestions for classroom use

ne
nt.'
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ia-
T\S
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jm-

How will I recognize a MagaBack?
• each MagaBack is 64 pages long, heavily illustrated, and

the size of TIME magazine.

How will I use the MagaBacks?
• as a fundamental approach to teaching concepts through

specific social issues
• as an introduction to, or a supplement for,

American Government Introduction to Political Science
American Institutions The Presidency

What are the Spring 1975 MagaBacks?
• the James 0. Wilson American Government Series

Erwin Hargrove and Roy Hoopes
— The Presidency: A Question of Power

Who publ ishes MagaBacks?

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATES a new division of Little, Brown and Company
232 Commercial Street • Boston, Mass. 02109

MAGABACKS: A Little, Brown - TIME publication
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Coll 800-854-3379
and let our computer

do your nexl bibliography

Then you con do the
real work.

Remember the last time you
prepared a preliminary bibliog-
raphy? Frankly we think you would'
have preferred to spend that time
reading, thinking, and writing

The next time you redoinq
research in history, sociology
or political science Iry a
better way-call NEXUS
Tell us either the topic or
the author you need.
in 48 hours we'll send
you a tailor-made
bibliography of journal
articles from our com- jf
puter's data bank. *
Each citation will
include the journal

(535 of them!), the year
(all the way back to 1834),

the volume number, the page,
author, and the article title.
Selected from over 350,000
articles.

Imagine: 48 hours after
you call, a complete bib-
liography is on the way,
air mail COD. At only 10
cents a citation plus a $5
computer use fee (and,
of course, applicable
sales tax).

NEXUS. Save our toll-
free number for your bib-
liographic needs.
'California residents call
collect: 714-558-0715.

Write tor further details and order forms:nexus
A Baker & Taylor Information Service
P.O. Box1517,lAttn:Dept.|615
Costa Mesa, California 92626
© W. R. Grace & Co. 1975
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Arabia
Without
Sultans
by FRED HALLIDAY. This comprehensive study of
the Arabian peninsula and its relationship to the West
provides essential understanding of the history
of oil exploitation and of the curious mixture of
colonialism, imperialism, capitalism and Marxism
that exists in the region. Because of its decisive
importance for the Gulf, a special chapter on Iran has
been included. A Vintage original. $6.95

Coping
On the Practice of Government
by DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN. Twenty-two essays on
welfare, political reform, race relations, urban affairs,
education, traffic safety, the President and the
press, and more—written during the years Moynihan
served Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon.

$4.95

LOST CHANCE IN CHINA
The World War II Despatches of John S. Service edited by
JOSEPH W. ESHERICK. "A historical source of prime and unique
importance."—Barbara Tuchman $3.95

VINTAGE BOOKS
a division of Random House
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Does

An entire
chapter devoted to

CAMPAIGN FINANCE

An in-depth section
on the uses of
TECHNOLOGY in politics

text you
now use
have

i The latest information avai l-
* able in book form, including

i 1974 ELECTION RESULTS

A substantative discussion
Of ALTERNATIVES to
the two-party system

Two chapters devoted
to STATE PARTY and J

LOCAL PARTY organization
A whole chapter ^

on ETHNIC and
CLASS voting

If you
want to look

at a book that does,
write to Joan Greene

on your letterhead
for a copy of the

NEW

TR4DITION& CHANGE
IN^MERIC4N PARTY POLITICS

Joyce Gelb & Marian Lief Palley
CONTENTS
1. Parties in Perspective
2. Politics and Participation in Contemporary Society
3. The New Political Technology: The Use and Effects of

Polling and Public Relations
4. The Use and Effects of the Mass Media
5. Voting in America
6. The Changing Nature of Political Alignments

7. The Local Party: Styles of Political Activism
8. The State Party Connection
9. The Party as Organization

10. Campaign Finance
11. Parties and the Nominating Process
12. Parties and the Executive Branch
13. The Party as Policy Maker: Congress
14. Conclusion

THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY o 666 Fitth Avenue c New York, New York 10019
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For New Perspectives on the American
Political System-

THE POLITICS OF POWER
A Critical Introduction to American Government
Ira Katznelson, University of Chicago
Mark Kesselman, Columbia University

The Politics of Power introduces students to American government through an
examination of the interplay between strategic power bases in American society
and the practices of the political system. It discusses all the nation's political
institutions and procedures—how they evolved, how they changed over the years,
and what influences their functions today. The authors' perspective, however, is
highly critical, reflecting their belief that corporate interests unduly influence the
democratic process in America. Throughout the book, they carefully document
the influence of the corporate sector on Congress, political parties, elections,
the presidency, the executive branch, and the entire socio-economic structure of
America and argue that the persistent inequalities in American society result from
the great disparity in power resources the elite and the electorate-at-large possess
to define and defend their interests. They support their position with in-depth
investigations of such vital areas as the development of multinational corpora-
tions and its effect on both the international and domestic scenes, the critical
role played by government regulatory agencies in promoting rather than restrict-
ing the operations of giant corporations, the workings of the state welfare sector,
the importance of mass media as an element of social control, the effect of educa-
tion on the public's political orientation, and viable alternatives to capitalism.

Paperbound. 528 pages

CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGERS:
A Conservative View of America's Government
M. Stanton Evans, Senior Editor, The Indianapolis News

A spirited response to liberal critiques of American government, this book argues
that liberalism in politics and public policy has either failed to achieve its own
objectives or achieved completely counterproductive results. The author con-
tends that the current brand of American liberalism endangers constitutional
democracy because its major goal is the voiding of constitutional limits on the
power of the federal government. He examines the erosion of constitutional
tenets by liberal programs and shows how every major target of liberal legislation
suffers—the economy, education, tax reform, wage scales, urban problems,
health care, public transportation, and law enforcement. He outlines the resound-
ing failures of liberalism in the broader institutional areas of national security
and foreign policies, the presidency, Congress, and the courts, and concludes
by offering conservative antidotes to liberal legislation along with an original
argument for the restoration of nonregulated free enterprise.

Paperbound. 304 pages (probable)

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC.
New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanta
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0
DC

Just; Published...
DIALECTICAL ECONOMICS:
AN INTRODUCTION TO MARXIST POLITICAL ECONOMY
Lyn Marcus, National Caucus of Labor Committees
March 1975 Cloth 544 naees

Recent: Publications . . .
THE TERMS OF POLITICAL DISCOURSE
William E. Connolly, University of Massachusetts Ainhersl
I 974 Paper 2 I 6 pages

PERSPECTIVES ON THE PRESIDENCY:
A COLLECTION
Stanley Bach and George T. Sulzner, both of the University ol
Massachusetts Amherst
1974 Paper 41 I pages

Also Available . . .
THE COLD WARRIORS:
A POLICY-MAKING ELITE
John C. Donovan, Bowdoin College
1974 Paper 294 pages

THE SOCIAL REALITY OF ETHNIC AMERICA
Rudolph Gome/, I he University ol Texas Tl Paso
Clement Cottingham, Jr., University of Pennsylvania
Russell Endo, The University ol Colorado
Kathleen Jackson, The University of Washington Seattle
1974 Paper 4 12 pages

AMERICAN POLITICS:
POLICIES, POWER, AND CHANGE
SECOND EDITION
Kenneth M. Dolbeare, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Murray J. Edelman, University of Wisconsin
1974 Paper 569 pages

SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND POLITICAL THEORY
William E. Connolly and Glen Gordon, both ol the University
ol Massachusetts Amherst
1974 Paper 267 pages

HEATH

For more details, c<
800-225-1388.

In Massachusetts ca
617-862-6650.
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ON THE CITY'S RIM:
POLITICS AND POLICY IN SUBURBIA
Frederick M. Wirt, University of California Berkeley
Benjamin Walter, Vanderbilt University
Francine F. Rabinovitz, University of California Los Angeles
Deborah R. Hensler, University of California, Los Angeles
1972 Paper 252 pages

REPORTERS AND OFFICIALS:
THE ORGANIZATION AND POLITICS OF NEWSMAKING
Leon V. Sigal, IVcs/ryjn University
1973 Paper 221 pages

MODERN COMPETING IDEOLOGIES
L. Earl Shaw, University of Minnesota

A PREFACE TO POLITICS
David F. Schuman, University of Washington
1972 Paper 195 pages

From our Problems in
American Civilization

Harry S. Truman and the Fair Deal
Alon/o L. Hamby, O/7/o University

RACE AND ETHNICITY IN MODERN AMERICA
Richard ). Meister, University of Michigan I lint
I 974 Paper I 98 pages

THE ORIGINS OF THE COLD WAR
SECOND EDITION
Thomas G. Paterson, University of Connectic
1974 Paper 274 panes

\

111
I
u
Q

0
d C o m p a n y , \ 1> Spr ing S l i ee t , I . ex i ng lon , Massachusetts

a i u d a . Suite 1408, I 00 Adelaide Sli

HEATH
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Recent Books
from

Harper & Row

The second volume of

THE GULAG
ARCHIPELAGO
By Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn;
translated by Thomas P. Whitney.
Coming in May, this new narrative
continues the author's best-selling epic
and takes the zeks from their last
transit prison to the hard-labor camps.
$12.50 cloth; $1.95 paper

THE PALACE GUARD
By Dan Rather and Gary Paul
Gates. The most revealing look yet at
how power was given, used, or taken
over in the "inner circle" of the Nixon
White House, written by two of the
administration's most controversial
and vocal media antagonists.
"Marvelous insight... a galloping
pace that exhilarates the reader."
—Robert Sherrill, San Francisco
Examiner. $8.95

THE ULTRA SECRET
By F. W. Winterbotham. An
insider's account of the top-secret
Allied intelligence operation that
broke and used the Germans' highest-
level code throughout World War II.
"As bizarre as anything in spy fiction
. . . the book adds a new dimension to
history."—N.Y. Times $8.95
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T

THE WORLD AND CHINA
1922-1972
By John Gif tings. An expert on
modern China views the men and ideas
that have shaped current Chinese
foreign policy. From the Revolution
into the 1970s he shows how China's
analyses and strategies originated and
developed. Maps, bibliography.
$11.00

THE NATION'S CITIES
Change and Challenge
By Patrick Healy III. Fifty years of
unparalleled urban growth—and
what the future may hold for city
governments—covered in a full and
timely report. "Hard to ignore . . . one
hopes he will be heard in
Washington."—Kirkus Reviews.
Illustrated. $8.95

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY
John A. Qarraty, Editor; Jerome
L. Sternstein, Associate Editor.
Over 1,000 entries in this up-to-date,
innovative, single-volume reference
cover significant figures of American
history, politics, and culture from
Columbus to the present. The unique
two-part entries consist of meticulously
researched factual data and signed,
interpretive essays by leading
authorities. "First-rate."—Publishers
Weekly. $22.50

AGAINST THE LAW

The Nixon Court and
Criminal Justice
By Leonard W. Levy. Nixon has
resigned the Presidency, but his
influence will last through many more,
says the noted constitutional expert
and Pulitzer Prize-winning historian.
His forceful indictment is "one of the
towering commentaries on constitu-
tional law in the Seventies."—Max
Lerner. $12.95

HITLER'S LETTERS
AND NOTES
By Werner Maser. From private
sources and archives, this first
collection of the Nazi leader's letters
and personal memoranda clearly
shows how biographers have
misinterpreted his thought and his
goals. More than 40 illustrations,
including facsimile reproductions.
$12.50

THE SUCCESSFUL
MANAGER IN
GOVERNMENT AND
BUSINESS
By William R. Van Dersal. The
author of The Successful Supervisor,
who has trained thousands of
managerial personnel, now sets forth
the,most productive ways of
developing sound managerial skills
and techniques in business and
government offices. $6.95

At bookstores
•¥• Harper &) Row

' 1 . , ' 10 E. S3rtl SI.. N«w York 10022
1827
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V H *

IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
An excellent, quite inexpensive series. The
modest prices and professional quality justify
wide use as supplementary readings. 16 titles,
all except one priced under one dollar!

The Communist Manifesto
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
Edited by Samuel H. Beer
128 p. $.85

On Liberty
John Stuart Mill
Edited by Alburey Castell
128 p. $.85

The Constitution of the United States
and Related Documents
Edited by Martin Shapiro
128 p. $.85

The Nigger Question
Thomas Carlyle
The Negro Question
John Stuart Mill
Edited by Eugene R. August
96 p. $.85 $3.95 (cloth)

Selections from the Essays of
Thomas Henry Huxley
Edited by Alburey Castell
128 p. $.85

Areopagitica and Of Education
John Milton
Edited by George H. Sabine
128 p. $.85

Political Writings of
Viscount Bolingbroke
Edited by Isaac Kramnick
112 p. $.85

Political Writings of
Percy Bysshe Shelley
Edited by Roland A. Duerksen
256 p. $1.25

The Prince
Niccolb Machiavelli
Translated and edited by
Thomas G. Bergin
96 p. $.85

Utopia
Thomas More
Translated and edited by
H. V. S. Ogden
96 p. $.85

Selections from The Federalist
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison
and John Jay
Edited by Henry Steele Commager
160 p. $.85

Selections from The Wealth of Nations
Adam Smith
Edited by George J. Stigler
128 p. $.85

Selected Writings of
Henry David Thoreau
Edited by Lewis Leary
160 p. $.95

Five Essays on Man and Nature
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Edited by Robert E. Spiller.
Professor Emeritus
128 p. $.95

The Political Theory of T. H. Green:
Selected Writings
Edited by John R. Rodman
192 p. $.85

Papal Thought on the State
Edited by Gerald F. Yates
160 p. $.85

Write for complimentary examination copies for adoption consideration, or to order

t> i f t J j L AHM PUBLISHING CORPORATION
C^J # l T I ^ % 1500 Skokie Blvd. • Northbrook, Illinois 60062
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AMERICAN POLITICS
quarterly
Editor

HARLAN HAHN
University of Southern California
Associate Editor
LARRY BERG
University of Southern California

Book Review Editor
CHARLES R. ADRIAN
University of California, Riverside

Editorial Board
ROBERT R. ALFORD
University of Wisconsin
MILTON C. CUMMINGS. Jr.
Johns Hopkins University
J. DAVID GREENSTONE
University of Chicago
HERBERT JACOB
Northwestern University
M. KENT JENNINGS
University of Michigan
RANDALL B. RIPLEV
Ohio State University
DEIL S. WRIGHT
University of North Carolina
BETTY ZISK
Boston University

Editorial Advisory Board
HEINZ EULAU
Stanford University
RICHARD F. FENNO
University of Rochester
FRED I. GREENSTEIN
Princeton University
MATTHEW HOLDEN, Jr.
University of Wisconsin
HAROLD D. LASSWELL
The Policy Sciences Center, New York
LEWIS LIPSITZ
University of North Carolina
THEODORE J. LOWI
Cornell University
DONALD R. MATTHEWS
The Brookings Institution
AUSTIN RANNEY
University of Wisconsin
IRA SHARKANSKY
University of Wisconsin
FRANK SORAUF
University of Minnesota
RAYMOND E. WOLFINGER
University of California, Berkeley

The purpose of AMERICAN POLITICS QUARTERLY is to promote the
advancement of basic research in all areas of American government—including
urban, state, and national politics. The journal will publish significant studies
concerning political parties, public opinion, political theory, legislative
behavior, the legal process, administrative organizations, intergovernmental
relations, and related fields. Since there are no scholarly periodicals devoted
exclusively to the study of American politics, the journal is designed to fill this
gap, as well as to facilitate research on this subject. Comments and
manuscripts from all social science disciplines are welcomed. By communi-
cating information derived from original studies and from rigorous scientific
inquiry, it is also hoped that AMERICAN POLITICS QUARTERLY will
contribute to an improved understanding of the pressing social problems that
confront the United States.

The Editors and Publisher of AMERICAN POLITICS QUARTERLY wish
to acknowledge with gratitude the assistance and encouragement of the
University of Southern California and its Graduate School in providing
ancillary services and support for the journal.

Frequency: quarterly in January, April, July and October
Yearly subscription rates: U.S. & Canada $20.00 (institutions), $12.00
(individual professionals), $10.00 (students). Elsewhere $21.00/£ 8 (institu-
tions), $13.00 / £5.40 (individual professionals and students).

S A G E PUBLICATIONS, INC
275 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, California 90212

S A G E PUBLICATIONS LTD
St George's House / 44 Hatton Garden
London EC1N 8ER
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PUBLICATIONS of
The AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

The American Political Science Review

Quarterly journal of scholarly articles
and book reviews in political science.

Included in APSA membership.
Back issues: $10.50 per copy; $25.00 per
volume

PS

Quarterly journal of Association news
and articles of professional concern.

Included in APSA membership.
Back issues: $2.00 per copy; $5.00 per
volume

DEA NEWS for Teachers of Political Science

Newspaper on education and the cur-
riculum.

Included in APSA membership for 1974

Annual Meeting Program

Final program for APSA Annual Meet-
ing

Included in Annual Meeting Registration
Extra copies: $.50

APSA Annual Meeting Papers*

Hard copies, $3.00 each

APSA Annual Meeting Proceedings*

Microfilm reels of all papers, 1901-
1912; 1956-present.

$22.00 per reel

Cumulative Index to the American Political
Science Review*

1906-1968, $6.50

Cumulative Index to the Proceedings of the
Annual Meetings*

Key word index to all papers included
in proceedings of Annual Meetings for
1904-1912; 1956-1970: $18.50

BORDER FORM for Publications:
Please send me the following publication:

I am enclosing a check for $ .

Name

Send order form to:

Customer Service Department
University Microfilms
313 North First Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Political Science Thesaurus

A major reference tool in political
science; this volume represents the
terminology control device for a com-
puter-based information retrieval ser-
vice.

Individuals: Hardback: $20.00;
Paper $15.00

Institutions: Hardback: $30.00;
Paper $25.00

APSA Biographical Directory

Biographical information on over
7,000 Association members, plus
names and addresses for approxi-
mately 12,500 members.

Members: Hardback: $7.50; Paper: $5.00
Non-Mem: Hardback: $12.50;

Paper: $10.00
APSA Directory of Members: Annual Sup-
plement to the APSA Biographical Directory

Names and current addresses of all
APSA members.

$3.00 each

Roster of Women in Political Science (3rd
ed)

Biographical information on women
political scientists.

$2.50 each

Annual APSA Directory of Department
Chairpersons

Names and addresses of Chairpersons
of departments offering political
science at four-year institutions.

$20.00 each

Annual APSA Roster of Graduate Study
Directors

Names and addresses of graduate study
directors at the Ph.D. producing insti-
tutions.

$1.00 each

Annual APSA Roster of Placement Directors

Names and addresses of placement
directors at Ph.D. producing institu-
tions.

$1.00 each
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From APSA: JOURNALS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICES,
EDUCATION and PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Personnel Service Guidelines For Employers
and Applicants

Pamphlet containing information and
guidelines for members of the APSA
Personnel Service and for employers
listing their vacanices in the Personnel
Service Newsletter.

No Charge
Personnel Service Newsletter

Monthly listing of positions for politi-
cal scientists.

APSA Members: $8.00 subscription

Careers and the Study of Political Science: A
Guide for Undergraduates

A monograph discussing the relation-
ship between political science knowl-
edge and skills and careers in law,
government, business, journalism,
teaching, etc.

$.50 each; bulk rates available

Global Dimensions in U.S. Education

(A joint publication of the APSA
Committee on Pre-Collegiate Educa-
tion, the Education Commission of the
International Studies Association, and
the Center for War/Peace Studies of
the N.Y. Friends Group, Inc.).

Four publications:
The Elementary School
The Secondary School
The University
The Community

$1.50 each
$5.00 per set

Comparing Political Experiences

Complete description of an alternative
course for high school government
instruction.

$2.75 each

Guide to Graduate Study in Political Science

Compilation of Ph.D. and Masters pro-
grams in political science

$3.00 each
Sources of Financial Support for Political
Scientists: Research Education, Professional
Development Bulletin 1 : Support for Profes-
sional Development: Fellowships and
Traineeships

Information on post-doctoral fellow-
ships, internship programs, special
training support and foreign travel
grants available to faculty and ad-
vanced graduate students.

$1.00 each

APSA MEMBERSHIP MAILING LISTS AND LABELS
For information and price list, contact Ms. Chris Hill, APSA

Legislative Service Project Manuals

Individual manuals available for: Cali-
fornia, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Massachusetts, Montana, New Hamp-
shire, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island.

$2.50 each; $3.00 for California

Political Science and State and Local
Government

A volume on the current and future
state of research and educational pro-
grams in the field of State and Local
Government.

$3.75 each

APSA POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS MAILING LABELS
For information and price list, contact Ms. Rona B. Hitlin, APSA

Please send me the following publications, indicate title, and enclose check for total amount.

Please send me information and a price list for mailing labels:
• APSA Membership List • APSA Department Chairpersons

Name.
Address.
City . State. .Zip.

Send Order Form to:
American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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THE MYTHICAL WORLD OF NAZI WAR PROPAGANDA,
1939-1944
Jay W. Baird
Based in part on captured German archives and on interviews with
leading figures in Goebbels's propaganda corps, this revealing
account presents the theory that the content and handling of Nazi
ideology and propaganda were based on a mystical, irrational body of
doctrine. 13 illus. $15.00

MAINSPRINGS OF INDIAN AND PAKISTANI FOREIGN
POLICIES
S.M. Burke
A South Asian specialist parallels Indian and Pakistani foreign policies,
the first time these vast subjects have been coordinated in one
volume. Burke clarifies the ways in which the past still shapes the
present by devoting equal attention to the periods before and
after independence. $13.50

INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Foundations of the System
Werner Levi
A political scientist analyzes international politics, integrating broad
sociological and psychological concepts with political and economic
information. On the basis of his interdisciplinary approach, Levi
postulates the nature of international society in the future. $11.00

HITLER AND HIS GENERALS: The Hidden Crisis,
January-June 1938
Harold C. Deutsch
"An historian's fascinating reconstruction of Hitler's capture of
unchallenged power over the Army by virtue of his purge of two
powerful potential opponents [Field Marshal Werner von Blomberg and
Colonel General Baron Werner von Fritsch]. . . Based on new
evidence."—Foreign Affairs. 17 illus. $15.00

The University of MINNESOTA Press
Minneapolis 55455
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CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?
If you are planning a move, please fill in the form below and

return it to the American Political Science Association,

1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Address changes should be received at the Association by the

5th of the month to be included in the monthly update of the

Association mailing list.

Name

OLD ADDRESS. NEW ADDRESS

Registry of

Retired Professors
The Association has established a Registry of Re-
tired Professors. The Registry serves as an infor-
mation exchange for those retired professors who
are willing to teach one or more courses on a one-
semester or one-year basis, and those institutions
desiring to make such appointments. Any retired
professor wishing to be listed in the Registry
should contact the Association to receive an ap-
plication form. Departmental chairmen wishing
to inquire about the availability of retired profes-
sors in a certain specialty or geographic area
should write specifying their requirements.

Director, Registry of Retired Professors
American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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NEW PATTERNS IN
AMERICAN POLITICS
Edited by Thomas Reilly, Trinity College and
Michael Sigall, Wagner College
Designed for introductory courses in
American government and politics,
NEW PATTERNS IN AMERICAN POLITICS
contains six substantial excerpts from
recent writings that examine one or more
aspects of the continuing evolution of our political system.
Paperback Text Edition: April. 1975 216 pp. ca.$3.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: April, 1975 216pp. ca.$10.00

WATERGATE AND THE
AMERICAN POLITICAL PROCESS
Edited by Ronald E. Pynn,
University of North Dakota
The readings here look beyond the specifics
of the Watergate scandal to its implications
for American politics, both its impact on the
existing system and the changes it may provoke.
Paperback Text Edition: April. 1975 288 pp. $3.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: April, 1975 288 pp. ca. $10.00

CONGRESS IN CHANGE
Evolution and Reform Edited by Norman J. Ornstein,
The Catholic University of America
The incisive selections in this reader consider
all aspects of Congress in terms of its
potential for improvement: its structure and
internal operations, the leadership roles of
party leaders, the norms of behavior for
members, and Congress' relations with
the executive branch.
Paperback Text Edition: 1975 320 pp. ca. $4.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1975 320 pp. ca. $11.50

THE PRESIDENCY REAPPRAISED
Edited by Rexford G. Tugwell
and Thomas E. Cronin,
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions
In this timely new collection, several leading
presidential scholars address themselves
to the central issues now surrounding the
presidency and set forth proposals for
reforming and revitalizing the office.
Paperback Text Edition: 1974 324 pp. $3.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1974 324 pp. $8.95

INSIDE THE SYSTEM
A Washington Monthly Book
Second Edition
Edited by Charles Peters and John Rothchild
The writers of The Washington Monthly,
in displaying their unusual talent for getting
under the skin of American politics, reveal how
the principles of American government are
often lost when politicians and bureaucrats
attempt to put them into practice.
Paperback Text Edition: 1973 368 pp. $3.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1973 368 pp. $8.95

^raeger
College Department
111 Fourth Avenue
New York, New York 10003
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GAMES NATIONS PLAY
Analyzing International Politics

Second Edition
John Spanier, University of Florida

In this second edition of a widely used text,
John Spanier provides the conceptual tools

undergraduate students need to analyze
international politics for themselves. He

explains in clear, straightforward prose, useful
methods of analyzing foreign policy on

three different levels—that of the international
state system, the nation, and the decision-maker.

Paperback Text Edition: April 1975 528 pp. ca. $8.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: April, 1975 ca.528pp. ca.$15.00

ANALYZING INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

A Multi-Method Introduction
Edited by William D. Coplin,

Syracuse University and Charles W. Kegley,
University of South Carolina

This new reader provides students of
international politics with both a substantive
and a methodological overview of the field.

Paperback Text Edition: April. 1975 ca. 352 pp. ca. $6.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: April, 1975 ca. 352 pp. ca. $12.00

INDIA
A World in Transition

Fourth Edition
Beatrice Pitney Lamb

This widely acclaimed introduction to
modern India has been updated to mid-1974,

making it the most current and insightful
study of the politics, society, and economy

of this complex giant.
Paperback Text Edition: 1975 448 pp. $5.95

Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1975 448 pp. $11.50

PUBLIC POLICY-MAKING
James E. Anderson, University of Houston
Provides a clear, complete framework
for understanding the workings of the
American policy-making process.
Paperback Text Edition: 1975 192 pp. $3.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1975 192 pp. $8.50
POLITICAL CULTURE
Walter A. Rosenbaum, University of Florida
This concise yet comprehensive study
defines the development of the concept of
political culture, considers it in terms of both
mass and individual orientations, and
discusses the methods by whch political
scientists determine the elements of any
political culture.
Paperback Text Edition:
April 1975 ca. 176 pp. ca. $3.95
Cloth Edition for Libraries:
April, 1975 ca. 176 pp. ca. $8.50

SOUTHEAST ASIA
A Political Introduction

Richard Butwell, State University
of New York, Fredonia

A short but solid introduction to Southeast
Asian government and politics. Countries
included are: Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand, Burma, Indonesia, Malaysia,

Singapore, and the Philippines.
Paperback Text Edition: 1975 252 pp. $4.95

Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1975 252 pp. $10.00

THE UNITED STATES
AGAINST THE THIRD WORLD

Antinationalism and Intervention
Melvin Gurtov, University of California, Riverside

This book traces the methods and motives
of American foreign policy toward the

Third World since 1945. Examining fifteen
cases of intervention, Gurtov marshals

convincing evidence to indict the United States
for a short-sighted, essentially imperial

foreign policy that thwarts two major and
related forces—nationalism and radical change

for modernization.
Paperback Text Edition: 1974 272 pp. $3.95

L Cloth Edition for Libraries: 1974 272 pp. $9.50

Clothbound editionsof the books described
in this ad are available for purchase

^ _ ^ ^ by your college library.

Praege
College Department

111 Fourth Avenue
New York, New York 10003
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LOW COST GROUP INSURANCE AVAILABLE
TO APSA MEMBERS

APSA INSURANCE PLANS
Group Life Insurance

• $15,000 protection with gradual reductions after age 50.
• Optional Dependent Life Coverage.

Accidental Death and Specific Loss
• Worldwide Coverage.
• Permanent Total Disability Benefits.

Hospital Cash Plan
• $20 or $40 each and every day hospitalized.
• Payable for up to 365 days for each period of hospital confinement.
• Benefits begin with the first day of hospitalization.
• Daily benefits are doubled if you are hospitalized for cancer.

For further information write to:
Director, Insurance Programs

The American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue. N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
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Some of out best books
are about Power and Money
These Wiley-lnterscience books probe the role of power, money, and other vital factors in our
political and social processes. And their interdisciplinary approaches contribute to an integrated
overview of your field.
1. THE UNEQUAL ELITES
By Robert P. Althauser, Indiana University, and
the late Sydney S. Spivack, Princeton University
in collaboration with Beverly M. Amsel, Mt.
Sinai School of Medicine
Is higher education the royal road to racial
equality? In answer, this book offers the first
"matched pair" study exploring the differential
impact of college on later income levels of
black and white graduates.
1975 Approx. 224 pages

$12.50
2. HUMAN ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN THE CITY:
Things People Do in Time and in Space
By F. Stuart Chapin, Jr.,
University of North Carolina
Analyzing how city residents spend their time
can help urban planners determine how to
spend public money. Chapin links social and
spatial structure and approaches the study of
human activity in the urban community with a
strong concern for policy-making applications.
1974 272 pages $12.50

3. SOCIAL INDICATORS AND SOCIAL THEORY:
Elements of an Operational System
By Karl A. Fox, Iowa State University
A unique synthesis of social theory with em-
pirical models and data. Multidisciplinary in
scope, this work provides solid intellectual
bridges between economic analysis and other
key social science fields.
1974 328 pages $14.95
4. MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN THE SOCIAL
AND MANAGERIAL SCIENCES
By Patrick Hayes, Carnegie-Mellon University
An unusually accessible book applying quanti-
tative techniques to problems in the social and
managerial sciences. This is a valuable aid for
developing facility in interpreting mathematical
results. Special emphasis on geometric pro-
gramming.
1975 Approx. 512 pages $19.95
5. POLITICS AND SOCIAL EQUALITY:
A Comparative Analysis
By Robert W. Jackman,
Michigan State University

Why are some countries more egalitarian than
others? Jackman addresses the question with
a comparative analysis of the impact of politics
on social equality.
1975 225 pages $14.95

6. WOMEN IN POLITICS
Edited by Jane S. Jaquette, Occidental College
A selection of articles that comprises a long-
overdue analysis of female participation in poli-
tics and consequent implications for the way
the political system functions. America is com-
pared with other cultures, examining whether
ideology can change traditional treatment of
women.
1974 $14.95367 pages

7. MAYORS IN ACTION:
5 Approaches to Urban Governance
By John P. Kotter and Paul R. Lawrence,
Harvard University
An interdisciplinary study identifying five dis-
tinctly different approaches to the job of mayor.
Explores the impact mayors and their adminis-
trations have on the cities they govern.
Sept. 1974 287 pages $14.50

8. LEADERSHIP AND POWER IN THE
BOS-WASH MEGALOPOLIS:
Environment, Ecology, and Urban Organization

Delbert C. Miller, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Ind.
An examination of power, leadership, and
socio-political coalitions and how they promote
or inhibit social objectives—especially the solv-
ing of environmental problems—in the region
between Boston and Washington.
1975 Approx. 424 pages $19.95

9. MAX WEBER: A Biography
By Marianne Weber
Translated f rom the German and edited by
Harry Zohn, Brandeis University

The f irst Engl ish language translat ion of a
classic b iography of one of the giants and
founders of contemporary socio logy. This is an
indispensable reference for all students of Max
Weber 's thought, wr i t ten by his wife.
In press Approx. 1056pages $18.50(tent.)

WILEY-INTERSCIENCE
Post Office Box 4569, Dept. 520
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017
Gentlemen: Please send me the book(s) I have checked below
to read and use free for 10 days. At the end of that time,
if I am satisfied with my order, I will send you the amount
indicated for each book received plus postage and packing.
Otherwise, I will return the book(s) and owe nothing.
Books now available are:
1.Q 1-02524-0 5. • 1-43128-1
2. • 1-14563-7 6. Q 1-44022-1
3. • 1-27060-1 7. • 1-50540-4
4 . • 1-36490-8 8 . • 1-60519-0

D Please send a list of local bookstores carrying your titles.

Name_

Company.

Your Position.

Address

-State. .Zip.
Prices subject to change without notice. A4895-WI

Post Office Box 4569, Dept. 521
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JEFFERSON'S LouisiANA
Politics and the Clash of
Legal Traditions

George Dargo

The acquisition of Louisiana in 1803 brought
the new American nation into contact with
the largely French population of the lower
Mississippi basin. Thomas Jefferson, reflect-
ing contemporary American opinion, did
not believe that the United States could in-
corporate Lower Louisiana into the Union
as an independent state until the very
character of the. people and the institutional
foundation of their culture had been thor-
oughly Americanized. The pivotal issue that
came to symbolize this conflict was the
struggle between Louisiana civil law and
Anglo-American common law.

Which system of law would prevail in a
distant and strategically vulnerable territory
of the United States? Mr. Dargo shows how
this important question was partially re-
solved by events outside the strict confines
of legal controversy. The book attempts to
reconnect legal history and general history,
for its major contention is that the Louisiana
Digest of 1808 was as much a political effort
to forestall wholesale cultural transformation
as it was a decision responsive to legal
problems. $15.00

HARVARCJ

UNIVERSJTy
P R E S S 79 GARDEN ST.,

CAMBRIDGE, MA. 02138
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GRANTS FOR ASIAN POLITICAL SCIENTISTS

The American Political Science Association again has received from The Asia Foundation a
small grant for encouraging closer relations between Asian and American political scientists. The
funds will be used in three ways:

1) To enable Asian political scientists to become members of The American Political Science
Association for a one-year period. Membership includes subscription to The American Political
Science Review and PS. To be eligible, applicants must (currently) reside in one of the Asian
countries listed below.

2) To enable libraries, university departments, and research institutes in Asia, who have heretofore
been unable to do so, to subscribe to The American Political Science Review and PS.

3) To supplement travel expenses (maximum $100) of Asian political scientists who are tempo-
rarily in the United States and who wish to attend meetings of The American Political Science
Association. The next meeting will be held September 2 through September S, 197S, at the
San Francisco Hilton Hotel, California.

Applicants must be at least at the graduate student level and may come from any of the follow-
ing Asian countries: Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, the Ryukyus, the Republic of China
(Taiwan), Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. Applicants who have not previously received grants
will be given first consideration. Application Deadline: July 25.

Application forms may be obtained from The American Political Science Association, 1S27
New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

PERSONNEL SERVICE
The American Political Science Association's Personnel Service operates as a clearinghouse, bringing together political
scientists seeking positions and prospective employers. Registration in the service is open to members of the Association
and to Political Science Departments. Membership in the Service, which includes a subscription to the monthly Newsletter
(except September), is $8.00 per year. Membership in the Credential Referral Service of the Personnel Service is an
additional $8.00. The dues into Personnel Service cover one academic year—from October to August.

NEWSLETTER

A Newsletter, listing openings for political scientists including teaching, administrative and research openings, is mailed
monthly to all Personnel Service members. Positions are listed by Institution with a brief description of each opening.

CREDENTIAL REFERRAL SERVICE

A file will be maintained at the Association office for all members of the Credential Referral Service. This file will include
a resume, a dissertation abstract and/or a list of publications and up to three letters of reference for each member.
Referrals are made upon the request of a member or of an institution.

EMPLOYERS USING THE SERVICE

The Association's Council has adopted a policy that it is a professional obligation of all political science departments to
list publicly all vacancies in the A PSA Personnel Service Newsletter for which they are recruiting at the Instructor,
Assistant and Associate Professor levels. In addition, the listing of openings at the Full Professor level is strongly encouraged.
There Is no cost to the institution listing its vacancies with the Service. Forms for listing openings in the Newsletter are
available from the Personnel Service.

For further Information concerning the Personnel Service, write to:

Director, Personnel Service
The American Political Science Association

1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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IRA SHARKANSKY

POLICY-MAKING IN GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Third Edition

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
Policy-Making in
Government Agencies,
THIRD EDITION

Ira Sharkansky
University of Wisconsin

3 r o f e s s o r S h a r k a i

standard text on nut

s i ve l y r e v i s e d to i

t reatment of import

jntompc

oi pol i t ic,

Box 7600/Chicago, Illinois 60680
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AMERICAN GOVERNMENT THROUGH SCIENCE FICTION

Edited by
Joseph D. Olander, Florida International University
Martin H. Greenberg, Florida International University
Patricia Warrick, University of Wisconsin

This innovative introductory text uses the imaginative medium of sci-
ence fiction to describe, explain, and evaluate today's American gov-
ernment and politics. Using 18 stories to translate political abstractions
into practical situations to which students can relate, the editors raise
fundamental political questions and vividly illustrate concepts through
a uniquely stimulating yet analytically serious method.
360 Pages Paperback

PATTERNS OF RECRUITMENT: A State Chooses Its Lawmakers

Lester G. Seligman, University of Illinois
Michael R. King, Pennsylvania State University
Chong Lint Kim, University of Iowa
Roland E. Smith, Texas Tech University

The authors of this new text have selected the specific case of the
selection of Oregon State legislators to present an original model of
political recruitment. It is the first study of recruitment to analyze the
social, psychological, and economic effects on both the winners and
the losers of an election and to identify the risks as well as the oppor-
tunities of running for office.
260 Pages Paperback and Cloth

PUBLIC OPINION IN AMERICA: 1936-1970

Rita James Simon, University of Illinois

By incorporating national survey data, this new text presents a profile
of American public opinion from the worst economic depression in
the country's history through the civil disorders of the 1960's. It ana-
lyzes American's feelings on a variety of important and controversial
issues in domestic and foreign affairs and limits itself only to the period
for which national surveys are available.
231 Pages Paperback

Box 7600/Chicago Illinois 60680
' (/
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PERSPECTIVES ON
PUBLIC POLICY-MAKING

Edited by

WILLIAM B. GWYN & GEORGE C. EDWARDS, III

A collection of essays illustrating the variety of approaches and methods currently
employed in public policy research. A number of significant aspects of public policy-
making are examined.

CONTENTS
Ira Sharkansky, Economic Development in the Policy-Making Process: Why We Should

View the United States As a Developing Country

Richard I. Hofferbert, Social Change, Intergovernmental Relations, and Education
Finance in the Swiss and American Federations

Douglas D. Rose, Citizen Preference and Public Policy in the American States: A
Causal Analysis of Nondemocracy

William B. Gwyn, 'Justice' and the Ombudsman: A Case Study of Policy Formulation
Within a Non-Coercive Public Interest Group

Arnold J. Heidenheimer and Michael Parkinson, Equalizing Educational Opportunity
in Britain and the United States: The Politics of Implementation

George C. Edwards, III and Ira Sharkansky, Executive and Legislative Budgeting:
Decision Routines for Agency Totals and Individual Programs in Two States

Robert D. Putnam, Bureaucrats and Politicians: Contending Elites in the Policy Process

Thomas R. Dye, Obstacles to Scientific Policy Analysis: Three Case Studies in Policy
Impact Research

Charles W. Anderson, System and Strategy in Comparative Policy Analysis: A Plea for
Contextual and Experimental Knowledge

Approx. 280 pages Cloth, $9.00; paper, $5.00

TULANE STUDIES IN POLITICAL SCIENCE No. 15
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

TULANE UNIVERSITY

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70118
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The Best Deal on Life
insurance, by Far, Is TIAA
Independent consumer studies continue to confirm that TIAA life
insurance costs substantially less than policies sold through life
insurance companies that serve the general public.

These days, when it's more important than ever to squeeze the
most from every dollar, it makes more sense than ever for college
employees and other eligible persons to look to TIAA for the new
life insurance they need. By the way, TIAA policies include the
unique "Cost of Living" provision to help prevent inflation from
nibbling away the purchasing power of the death protection.

While TIAA offers plans to meet different situations, and a free
advisory service to help select the right plan, most educators with
TIAA policies prefer Term insurance because with Term they can
easily afford to carry the high level of family protection they need.
For example: $100,000 of decreasing Term insurance costs
only $184 at age 30.

Here are illustrative cost figures for different ages:
$100,000 20-Year Home Protection Policy

Age at Issue

Annual Premium
(Payable only 16 years)
Cash Dividend
End of First Year*

First Year
Net Premium

25

$268

123

$145

30

$318

134

$184

35

$413

154

$259

40

$580

192

$388

* Based upon the current dividend scale, not guaranteed.
This Home Protection policy is level premium Term insurance that
gives its highest amount of protection initially, reducing by schedule
over a 20 year period to recognize decreasing insurance needs.
Home Protection policies are available for several other insurance
periods in amounts of $5,000 or more and are issued at ages under 56.
ELIGIBILITY to apply for TIAA policies is limited to employees of colleges,
universities, and certain other nonprofit educational institutions that qualify
for TIAA. If you are eligible, complete and send the coupon so we can
mail the Life Insurance Guide and a personal illustration of TIAA policies
issued at your age. TIAA is nonprofit and employs no agents.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
College Retirement Equities Fund
730 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017

Please mail the Life Insurance Guide and a personal illustration.

Name

Address

City

Dependents' Ages

Nonprofit Employer
(college, university

Street

State

or other educational

Your Date of

or scientific institution)

Birth

Zip

AG
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